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Two-phase flows with moving contact lines are ubiquitous in many natural phenom-
ena and industrial applications such as internal combustion engines, micro-fluidic
devices, fuel cells, etc. Accurate modeling of contact line dynamics can provide
insights about the underlying physics and aid in optimizing the performance of
these engineering devices.
Predictive simulation of these flows is challenging, due to their inherent multi-
physics and multi-scale nature. The disparate scales at the contact line prevent
fully-resolved simulations due to the enormous computational cost. Moreover, the
viscous stress diverges at the contact line while using the no-slip boundary condi-
tion, resulting in mesh-dependent simulations of flows dominated by the viscous
force.
This dissertation intends to address the above simulation issues and builds
a numerical framework to enable large-scale 3D simulations of two-phase flows
in complex geometries. In the first part of the work, a numerical approach is
developed to simulate two-phase flows with contact lines. This approach combines
a conservative level set method to capture the interface, a conservative cut-cell
immersed boundary method to handle complex geometry, and the uncompensated
Young’s force to treat the contact lines. Detailed verifications are performed to
confirm this approach to be discretely conservative, accurate, and robust. Second,
by writing the weak form of the Navier-Stokes equations for two-phase flows with
moving contact lines, two unclosed terms are identified: a sub-grid scale (SGS)
surface tension force and an SGS viscous force. The SGS surface tension force
is closed by the uncompensated Young’s force model, and a new physics-based
closure is derived for the SGS viscous force. Simulations using both SGS models
are verified to be mesh-independent and physically accurate across a number of
examples, including drop spreading on a horizontal plane and drop sliding down an
inclined plane. Finally, the proposed approach is applied in the study of drop-fiber
interactions and jet-plane interactions. Several new insights models are extracted
from the simulation results for future reduced-order modeling.
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1.1 Background and motivation
Two-phase flows with moving contact lines play an essential role in nature and
human life every day. For example, Namib desert beetles (see Figure 1.1, a) col-
lect drinking water from fog-laden wind on their bumpy backs by alternating hy-
drophobic and hydrophilic regions [71]; cacti (see Figure 1.1, b) use conical spines
to harvest fog in highly arid deserts [43]; and basilisks (see Figure 1.1, c) can run
across water, using only their feet as a source of both lift and thrust [40]. Rich
contact-line-related physics also affect our daily beverages. For instance, the sur-
face tension gradient, caused by evaporation leads to coffee stains (see Figure 1.2,
a) from dried coffee drops [28], and beautiful wine tears (see Figure 1.2, b) are
caused by the surface tension gradient and Rayleigh-Taylor instability [91]. Better
understanding of the dynamics of flow with contact lines is likely to provide us
with better understanding of nature, a better way to wash away coffee stains, and
a short-cut towards becoming wine-tasting masters.
Understanding the dynamics of two-phase flows with moving contact lines is
highly important in science and engineering. In the energy sector, oil extraction,
transportation, conversion, and eventually burning are all closely related to the
study of two-phase flow with moving contact lines. Recent studies [105] have
shown that changes in wettability can increase the efficiency of oil extraction.
Inside an internal combustion engine, liquid-anchoring at the inlet nozzle affects
downstream atomization, affecting evaporation rates and burning efficiency. Thus,
a detailed understanding of contact-line physics can enable engineers to extract,
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Figure 1.1: a) The backs of a Namib desert beetle. The bumps attract water,
while the flat areas repel water. From Parker and Lawrence [71],
courtesy of Nature Publishing Group. b) Spines of a cactus. Wa-
ter drops move toward the thick end spontaneously. From Parker
and Lawrence [71], courtesy of Nature Publishing Group. c) A
Jesus lizard runs on a water surface. From Hsieh and Lauder [40],
courtesy of the National Academy of Science.
transport, convert, and burn oil in a cost-effective manner. Droplet motion in
microfluidics [23], fuel evaporation and advection in fuel cells [38], and many other
multiphase flow problems are closely related to the dynamics of two-phase flows
with moving contact lines.
Figure 1.2: (a) Coffee stain on a table. (b) Wine tears in a glass of ice wine.
Despite their ubiquity and importance, there are few effective predictive tools
for application to two-phase flows with moving contact lines. Experimental studies
of two-phase flows with moving contact lines are not easy to perform, because the
2
length and time scales are extremely short for many flows of practical interest.
Moreover, surface heterogeneity caused by surface roughness, surfactants, or the
electrostatic force are difficult to measure accurately in an experimental framework.
These difficulties in experimental studies suggest the use of a numerical approach as
an alternative, assisted by increasingly powerful computing resources and improved
numerical algorithms. In this dissertation, I aim to develop a numerical framework
for 3D large-scale simulations of two-phase flows with moving contact lines in
complex geometries, and then demonstrate its predictive capability using two flow
scenarios: drop-fiber and jet-plane interactions.
1.2 Previous studies
As this research focuses on two-phase flows with moving contact lines with an
emphasis on contact-line modeling, it is appropriate to start with the basic concepts
of the static contact angle and the dynamic contact angle. We then review relevant
experimental, modeling, and numerical studies.
Static contact angle
A static water drop on a solid surface exhibits all three phases, i.e., the liquid phase,
the gas phase, and the solid phase, around the contact line. The angle between the
liquid-gas interface and the liquid-solid interface is defined as the static contact
angle θs, which represents the wettability of the solid surface. Thermodynamically,
minimization of Gibbs free energy makes it possible to calculate θs, which is a
balance of solid-gas surface energy γSG, solid-liquid surface energy γSL, and liquid-
3
gas surface energy σ:
γSG − γSL − σ cos θs = 0, (1.1)
which is known as the Young-Laplace equation. On a hydrophilic surface, θs is
smaller than 90◦; on a hydrophobic surface, θs is larger than 90◦. Static contact
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U
nw
<latexit sha1_base64="FGQ351oaD +cmxac7yDn9sXc8mfA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLo xmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVJCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXx nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnW Bym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmcvA0G1Rrbt2dg6wSryA1KNA cVL/8YczSCKVhgmrd89zE9DOqDGcCZxU/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYS6n80zz8iZVYY kjJV90pC5+nsjo5HW0yiwk3lGvezl4n9eLzXhdT/jMkkNSrY4FKaCmJjkBZAh V8iMmFpCmeI2K2FjqigztqaKLcFb/vIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHWU4gVM4Bw+uo AF30IQWMEjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+ViMlpxi5xj+wPn8AYUOkfw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FGQ351oaD +cmxac7yDn9sXc8mfA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLo xmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVJCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXx nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnW Bym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmcvA0G1Rrbt2dg6wSryA1KNA cVL/8YczSCKVhgmrd89zE9DOqDGcCZxU/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYS6n80zz8iZVYY kjJV90pC5+nsjo5HW0yiwk3lGvezl4n9eLzXhdT/jMkkNSrY4FKaCmJjkBZAh V8iMmFpCmeI2K2FjqigztqaKLcFb/vIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHWU4gVM4Bw+uo AF30IQWMEjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+ViMlpxi5xj+wPn8AYUOkfw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FGQ351oaD +cmxac7yDn9sXc8mfA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLo xmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVJCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXx nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnW Bym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmcvA0G1Rrbt2dg6wSryA1KNA cVL/8YczSCKVhgmrd89zE9DOqDGcCZxU/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYS6n80zz8iZVYY kjJV90pC5+nsjo5HW0yiwk3lGvezl4n9eLzXhdT/jMkkNSrY4FKaCmJjkBZAh V8iMmFpCmeI2K2FjqigztqaKLcFb/vIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHWU4gVM4Bw+uo AF30IQWMEjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+ViMlpxi5xj+wPn8AYUOkfw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FGQ351oaD +cmxac7yDn9sXc8mfA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6LLo xmUF+4CmlMn0ph06mYSZiVJCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSATXx nW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxq6zhVDFssFrHqBlSj4BJbhhuB3UQhjQKBnW Bym/udR1Sax/LBTBPsR3QkecgZNVby/YiacRBmcvA0G1Rrbt2dg6wSryA1KNA cVL/8YczSCKVhgmrd89zE9DOqDGcCZxU/1ZhQNqEj7FkqaYS6n80zz8iZVYY kjJV90pC5+nsjo5HW0yiwk3lGvezl4n9eLzXhdT/jMkkNSrY4FKaCmJjkBZAh V8iMmFpCmeI2K2FjqigztqaKLcFb/vIqaV/UPbfu3V/WGjdFHWU4gVM4Bw+uo AF30IQWMEjgGV7hzUmdF+fd+ViMlpxi5xj+wPn8AYUOkfw=</latexit>
tw
<latexit sha1_base64="Nd0Rv/tz xq7hqnKJat5RmlYEb48=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6L LoxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVJCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSK Qw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNA ok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GY4eBpNqjW3Lo7B1klXk FqUKA5qH75w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ9jOqUTDJZxU/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3/WyeeU bOrDIkYaztU0jm6u+NjEbGTKPATuYZzbKXi/95vRTD634mVJIiV2xxKEwlwZ jkBZCh0JyhnFpCmRY2K2FjqilDW1PFluAtf3mVtC/qnlv37i9rjZuijjKcwC mcgwdX0IA7aEILGCTwDK/w5qTOi/PufCxGS06xcwx/4Hz+AI44kgI=</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="Nd0Rv/tz xq7hqnKJat5RmlYEb48=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6L LoxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVJCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSK Qw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNA ok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GY4eBpNqjW3Lo7B1klXk FqUKA5qH75w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ9jOqUTDJZxU/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3/WyeeU bOrDIkYaztU0jm6u+NjEbGTKPATuYZzbKXi/95vRTD634mVJIiV2xxKEwlwZ jkBZCh0JyhnFpCmRY2K2FjqilDW1PFluAtf3mVtC/qnlv37i9rjZuijjKcwC mcgwdX0IA7aEILGCTwDK/w5qTOi/PufCxGS06xcwx/4Hz+AI44kgI=</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="Nd0Rv/tz xq7hqnKJat5RmlYEb48=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6L LoxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVJCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSK Qw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNA ok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GY4eBpNqjW3Lo7B1klXk FqUKA5qH75w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ9jOqUTDJZxU/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3/WyeeU bOrDIkYaztU0jm6u+NjEbGTKPATuYZzbKXi/95vRTD634mVJIiV2xxKEwlwZ jkBZCh0JyhnFpCmRY2K2FjqilDW1PFluAtf3mVtC/qnlv37i9rjZuijjKcwC mcgwdX0IA7aEILGCTwDK/w5qTOi/PufCxGS06xcwx/4Hz+AI44kgI=</late xit><latexit sha1_base64="Nd0Rv/tz xq7hqnKJat5RmlYEb48=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiQi6L LoxmUF+4CmlMl00g6dTMLMjVJCf8ONC0Xc+jPu/BsnbRbaemDgcM693DMnSK Qw6LrfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z+oHh61TZxqxlsslrHuBtRwKRRvoUDJu4nmNA ok7wST29zvPHJtRKwecJrwfkRHSoSCUbSS70cUx0GY4eBpNqjW3Lo7B1klXk FqUKA5qH75w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ9jOqUTDJZxU/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3/WyeeU bOrDIkYaztU0jm6u+NjEbGTKPATuYZzbKXi/95vRTD634mVJIiV2xxKEwlwZ jkBZCh0JyhnFpCmRY2K2FjqilDW1PFluAtf3mVtC/qnlv37i9rjZuijjKcwC mcgwdX0IA7aEILGCTwDK/w5qTOi/PufCxGS06xcwx/4Hz+AI44kgI=</late xit>
n 
<latexit sha1_base64="ncyGpCIXLSo0R99DueMbzsLOqT0=">AAAB/HicbV DLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiQi6LLoQpcV7AOaECbTSTt0ZhJmJkII8VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1zwoRRpR3n26qtrW9sbtW3Gzu7e/sH9uFRX8Wpx KSHYxbLYYgUYVSQnqaakWEiCeIhI4NwdlP6g0ciFY3Fg84S4nM0ETSiGGkjBXbT40hPwygXQe7dIs5RUQR2y2k7c8BV4lakBSp0A/vLG8c45URozJBSI9dJtJ8j qSlmpGh4qSIJwjM0ISNDBeJE+fk8fAFPjTKGUSzNExrO1d8bOeJKZTw0k2VUteyV4n/eKNXRlZ9TkaSaCLw4FKUM6hiWTcAxlQRrlhmCsKQmK8RTJBHWpq+GKcF d/vIq6Z+3Xaft3l+0OtdVHXVwDE7AGXDBJeiAO9AFPYBBBp7BK3iznqwX6936WIzWrGqnCf7A+vwBVeGVMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ncyGpCIXLSo0R99DueMbzsLOqT0=">AAAB/HicbV DLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiQi6LLoQpcV7AOaECbTSTt0ZhJmJkII8VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1zwoRRpR3n26qtrW9sbtW3Gzu7e/sH9uFRX8Wpx KSHYxbLYYgUYVSQnqaakWEiCeIhI4NwdlP6g0ciFY3Fg84S4nM0ETSiGGkjBXbT40hPwygXQe7dIs5RUQR2y2k7c8BV4lakBSp0A/vLG8c45URozJBSI9dJtJ8j qSlmpGh4qSIJwjM0ISNDBeJE+fk8fAFPjTKGUSzNExrO1d8bOeJKZTw0k2VUteyV4n/eKNXRlZ9TkaSaCLw4FKUM6hiWTcAxlQRrlhmCsKQmK8RTJBHWpq+GKcF d/vIq6Z+3Xaft3l+0OtdVHXVwDE7AGXDBJeiAO9AFPYBBBp7BK3iznqwX6936WIzWrGqnCf7A+vwBVeGVMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ncyGpCIXLSo0R99DueMbzsLOqT0=">AAAB/HicbV DLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiQi6LLoQpcV7AOaECbTSTt0ZhJmJkII8VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1zwoRRpR3n26qtrW9sbtW3Gzu7e/sH9uFRX8Wpx KSHYxbLYYgUYVSQnqaakWEiCeIhI4NwdlP6g0ciFY3Fg84S4nM0ETSiGGkjBXbT40hPwygXQe7dIs5RUQR2y2k7c8BV4lakBSp0A/vLG8c45URozJBSI9dJtJ8j qSlmpGh4qSIJwjM0ISNDBeJE+fk8fAFPjTKGUSzNExrO1d8bOeJKZTw0k2VUteyV4n/eKNXRlZ9TkaSaCLw4FKUM6hiWTcAxlQRrlhmCsKQmK8RTJBHWpq+GKcF d/vIq6Z+3Xaft3l+0OtdVHXVwDE7AGXDBJeiAO9AFPYBBBp7BK3iznqwX6936WIzWrGqnCf7A+vwBVeGVMw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ncyGpCIXLSo0R99DueMbzsLOqT0=">AAAB/HicbV DLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBovgqiQi6LLoQpcV7AOaECbTSTt0ZhJmJkII8VfcuFDErR/izr9x0mahrQcGDufcyz1zwoRRpR3n26qtrW9sbtW3Gzu7e/sH9uFRX8Wpx KSHYxbLYYgUYVSQnqaakWEiCeIhI4NwdlP6g0ciFY3Fg84S4nM0ETSiGGkjBXbT40hPwygXQe7dIs5RUQR2y2k7c8BV4lakBSp0A/vLG8c45URozJBSI9dJtJ8j qSlmpGh4qSIJwjM0ISNDBeJE+fk8fAFPjTKGUSzNExrO1d8bOeJKZTw0k2VUteyV4n/eKNXRlZ9TkaSaCLw4FKUM6hiWTcAxlQRrlhmCsKQmK8RTJBHWpq+GKcF d/vIq6Z+3Xaft3l+0OtdVHXVwDE7AGXDBJeiAO9AFPYBBBp7BK3iznqwX6936WIzWrGqnCf7A+vwBVeGVMw==</latexit>
⇠ nm
<latexit sha1_base64="pebvFMB6++XeSMSJdz69zRbizC0=">AAA B+HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9WvXoJVgET2UrgnorevFYwbWF7lKyabYNTbJLki2Upf/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMlHKmjed9O5W19Y3Nr ep2bWd3b//APTx60kmmCPVJwhPVjbCmnEnqG2Y47aaKYhFx2onGd4XfmVClWSIfzTSlocBDyWJGsLFS33UDzQQKBDYjJXIpZn237jW8OdAqaZa kDiXaffcrGCQkE1QawrHWvaaXmjDHyjDC6awWZJqmmIzxkPYslVhQHebz5DN0ZpUBihNlnzRorv7eyLHQeioiO1lE1MteIf7n9TITX4c5k2lmq CSLQ3HGkUlQUQMaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxpZVsyU0l7+8SvyLxk3De7ist27LNqpwAqdwDk24ghbcQxt8IDCBZ3iFNyd3Xpx352MxWnHKnWP 4A+fzBz6ck5s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pebvFMB6++XeSMSJdz69zRbizC0=">AAA B+HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9WvXoJVgET2UrgnorevFYwbWF7lKyabYNTbJLki2Upf/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMlHKmjed9O5W19Y3Nr ep2bWd3b//APTx60kmmCPVJwhPVjbCmnEnqG2Y47aaKYhFx2onGd4XfmVClWSIfzTSlocBDyWJGsLFS33UDzQQKBDYjJXIpZn237jW8OdAqaZa kDiXaffcrGCQkE1QawrHWvaaXmjDHyjDC6awWZJqmmIzxkPYslVhQHebz5DN0ZpUBihNlnzRorv7eyLHQeioiO1lE1MteIf7n9TITX4c5k2lmq CSLQ3HGkUlQUQMaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxpZVsyU0l7+8SvyLxk3De7ist27LNqpwAqdwDk24ghbcQxt8IDCBZ3iFNyd3Xpx352MxWnHKnWP 4A+fzBz6ck5s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pebvFMB6++XeSMSJdz69zRbizC0=">AAA B+HicbVBNSwMxFHxbv2r9WvXoJVgET2UrgnorevFYwbWF7lKyabYNTbJLki2Upf/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMlHKmjed9O5W19Y3Nr ep2bWd3b//APTx60kmmCPVJwhPVjbCmnEnqG2Y47aaKYhFx2onGd4XfmVClWSIfzTSlocBDyWJGsLFS33UDzQQKBDYjJXIpZn237jW8OdAqaZa kDiXaffcrGCQkE1QawrHWvaaXmjDHyjDC6awWZJqmmIzxkPYslVhQHebz5DN0ZpUBihNlnzRorv7eyLHQeioiO1lE1MteIf7n9TITX4c5k2lmq CSLQ3HGkUlQUQMaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxpZVsyU0l7+8SvyLxk3De7ist27LNqpwAqdwDk24ghbcQxt8IDCBZ3iFNyd3Xpx352MxWnHKnWP 4A+fzBz6ck5s=</latexit>
⇠ µm
<latexit sha1_base64="QPCe6czIU1eBlmbqNNaKQXp8X9s=">AAAB +3icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgETyURQb0VvXisYLTQhLLZbtqlu0nY3Qgh1L/ixYOKV/+IN/+NmzYHbR1YGGbe481OmHKmtON8W7WV1bX1jfp mY2t7Z3fP3j+4V0kmCfVIwhPZC7GinMXU00xz2kslxSLk9CGcXJf+wyOViiXxnc5TGgg8ilnECNZGGthNXzGBfIH1WIrCFxkS04HdctrODGiZu BVpQYXuwP7yhwnJBI014VipvuukOiiw1IxwOm34maIpJhM8on1DYyyoCopZ+Ck6NsoQRYk0L9Zopv7eKLBQKhehmSxTqkWvFP/z+pmOLoKCxWmm aUzmh6KMI52gsgk0ZJISzXNDMJHMZEVkjCUm2vTVMCW4i19eJt5p+7Lt3J61OldVG3U4hCM4ARfOoQM30AUPCOTwDK/wZj1ZL9a79TEfrVnVThP +wPr8ASyilKk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QPCe6czIU1eBlmbqNNaKQXp8X9s=">AAAB +3icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgETyURQb0VvXisYLTQhLLZbtqlu0nY3Qgh1L/ixYOKV/+IN/+NmzYHbR1YGGbe481OmHKmtON8W7WV1bX1jfp mY2t7Z3fP3j+4V0kmCfVIwhPZC7GinMXU00xz2kslxSLk9CGcXJf+wyOViiXxnc5TGgg8ilnECNZGGthNXzGBfIH1WIrCFxkS04HdctrODGiZu BVpQYXuwP7yhwnJBI014VipvuukOiiw1IxwOm34maIpJhM8on1DYyyoCopZ+Ck6NsoQRYk0L9Zopv7eKLBQKhehmSxTqkWvFP/z+pmOLoKCxWmm aUzmh6KMI52gsgk0ZJISzXNDMJHMZEVkjCUm2vTVMCW4i19eJt5p+7Lt3J61OldVG3U4hCM4ARfOoQM30AUPCOTwDK/wZj1ZL9a79TEfrVnVThP +wPr8ASyilKk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QPCe6czIU1eBlmbqNNaKQXp8X9s=">AAAB +3icbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+RXv0slgETyURQb0VvXisYLTQhLLZbtqlu0nY3Qgh1L/ixYOKV/+IN/+NmzYHbR1YGGbe481OmHKmtON8W7WV1bX1jfp mY2t7Z3fP3j+4V0kmCfVIwhPZC7GinMXU00xz2kslxSLk9CGcXJf+wyOViiXxnc5TGgg8ilnECNZGGthNXzGBfIH1WIrCFxkS04HdctrODGiZu BVpQYXuwP7yhwnJBI014VipvuukOiiw1IxwOm34maIpJhM8on1DYyyoCopZ+Ck6NsoQRYk0L9Zopv7eKLBQKhehmSxTqkWvFP/z+pmOLoKCxWmm aUzmh6KMI52gsgk0ZJISzXNDMJHMZEVkjCUm2vTVMCW4i19eJt5p+7Lt3J61OldVG3U4hCM4ARfOoQM30AUPCOTwDK/wZj1ZL9a79TEfrVnVThP +wPr8ASyilKk=</latexit>
✓s
<latexit sha1_base64="qIzkBC zfRyrwohE5QS8De2vVuGw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPg KeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOepMhsw9neoUQ8hNePCji1d/x5t84SfagiQU NRVU33V1BqqQh1/12CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58KhpkkwLbIhEJbodcI NKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbweh25reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoRScrNTu0hCJ90 yvXHGr7hxslXg5qUCOeq/81e0nIoswJqG4MR3PTcmfcE1SKJyWupnBl IsRH2DH0phHaPzJ/N4pO7NKn4WJthUTm6u/JyY8MmYcBbYz4jQ0y95M /M/rZBRe+xMZpxlhLBaLwkwxStjsedaXGgWpsSVcaGlvZWLINRdkIyrZ ELzll1dJ86LquVXv/rJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjRAgIJneIU359F 5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fMX6QDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qIzkBC zfRyrwohE5QS8De2vVuGw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPg KeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOepMhsw9neoUQ8hNePCji1d/x5t84SfagiQU NRVU33V1BqqQh1/12CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58KhpkkwLbIhEJbodcI NKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbweh25reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoRScrNTu0hCJ90 yvXHGr7hxslXg5qUCOeq/81e0nIoswJqG4MR3PTcmfcE1SKJyWupnBl IsRH2DH0phHaPzJ/N4pO7NKn4WJthUTm6u/JyY8MmYcBbYz4jQ0y95M /M/rZBRe+xMZpxlhLBaLwkwxStjsedaXGgWpsSVcaGlvZWLINRdkIyrZ ELzll1dJ86LquVXv/rJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjRAgIJneIU359F 5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fMX6QDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qIzkBC zfRyrwohE5QS8De2vVuGw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPg KeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOepMhsw9neoUQ8hNePCji1d/x5t84SfagiQU NRVU33V1BqqQh1/12CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58KhpkkwLbIhEJbodcI NKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbweh25reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoRScrNTu0hCJ90 yvXHGr7hxslXg5qUCOeq/81e0nIoswJqG4MR3PTcmfcE1SKJyWupnBl IsRH2DH0phHaPzJ/N4pO7NKn4WJthUTm6u/JyY8MmYcBbYz4jQ0y95M /M/rZBRe+xMZpxlhLBaLwkwxStjsedaXGgWpsSVcaGlvZWLINRdkIyrZ ELzll1dJ86LquVXv/rJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjRAgIJneIU359F 5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fMX6QDg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qIzkBC zfRyrwohE5QS8De2vVuGw=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPg KeyKoMegF48RzAOSJcxOepMhsw9neoUQ8hNePCji1d/x5t84SfagiQU NRVU33V1BqqQh1/12CmvrG5tbxe3Szu7e/kH58KhpkkwLbIhEJbodcI NKxtggSQrbqUYeBQpbweh25reeUBuZxA80TtGP+CCWoRScrNTu0hCJ90 yvXHGr7hxslXg5qUCOeq/81e0nIoswJqG4MR3PTcmfcE1SKJyWupnBl IsRH2DH0phHaPzJ/N4pO7NKn4WJthUTm6u/JyY8MmYcBbYz4jQ0y95M /M/rZBRe+xMZpxlhLBaLwkwxStjsedaXGgWpsSVcaGlvZWLINRdkIyrZ ELzll1dJ86LquVXv/rJSu8njKMIJnMI5eHAFNbiDOjRAgIJneIU359F 5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fMX6QDg==</latexit>
Figure 1.3: Schematic diagram of a partially wetting drop spreading on a flat
surface. θmi is the microscopic contact angle, θme is the meso-
scopic contact angle, and θd is the macroscopic contact angle or
the dynamic contact angle. This figure is adapted from Chen et
al. [15].
The situation changes substantially when the contact line starts to move along
4
the solid interface. This difference is caused by the viscous force and the inertial
force, which are absent from the static contact angle problem. Accurate measure-
ment of the viscous force is challenging [97], due to disparate scales, as shown
in Figure 1.3. Based on the dominant effective force, we divide the contact line
region into four representative regions. In Region 1, the flow is dominated by in-
termolecular forces [37]. The characteristic length of Region 1 is about a = 1 nm.
The flow in Region 2 is dominated by the Van der Waals force [37]. Because of
the Van der Waals force, the surface tension coefficient varies as a function of the
distance to the wall, resulting in concave bending of the two-phase interface in this
region. The characteristic length of Region 2 is about a/(2θ2mi) and the characteris-
tic height is a/(2θmi), where θmi is defined in Figure 1.3. Region 3 is dominated by
the viscous force and the surface tension force, and the corresponding length scale
is the viscous length scale lµ = µ
2
l /(σρl), where µl is the liquid dynamic viscosity,
σ is the surface tension coefficient, and ρl is the liquid density. The length scale of
this region is affected by the viscosity ratio between the two fluids and the contact
angle. Region 4 is dominated by liquid inertia and the gravitational force. The
characteristic length is the capillary length, lc =
√
σ/(ρlg). The disparate scales
around the contact-line region make the cost of a slip-length resolved simulation
prohibitive.
1.2.1 Experimental study
Two-phase flows with moving contact lines have been studied extensively using
experimental techniques. Drop spreading [88, 6, 96, 15], drop impact [76, 75], thin
film motions [22], and many other capillary driven flows, are closely related to
this subject. Here we use drop spreading and drop impact on a solid surface as
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examples to review some of the previous experimental studies.
Drop spreading starts immediately after a drop comes into contact with a
flat surface. Tanner [88] began a study by measuring the spreading rate of high-
viscosity drops, because the corresponding characteristic length-scale (about 1 mm)
and time-scale (more than 1 min for a high-viscosity drop) can be resolved even
without sophisticated equipment. With the development of high-speed cameras,
Bird et al. [6] and Winkels et al. [96] were able to provide accurate measurements
of the inertial spreading of water drops, whose characteristic time-scale is about
10 seconds. Precise measurement of such small length scales (about 1 nm) was
not possible until the advent of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and surface force
apparatuses. The AFM experiment conducted by Chen et al. [15] suggested that
the dynamic contact angle at length scales on the order of a nanometer depends
on the contact line speed. Studies of drop spreading on porous surfaces [42] and
curved surfaces [106], have interesting applications as well.
When a drop impacts a surface, it first spreads over the surface until it reaches
its maximum radius [76]. Then, the drop recedes or remains close to this maximum
spread, depending on the surface properties. The dynamics are controlled by
the balance between inertial, viscous, and capillary forces. When the surface is
hydrophobic, the consequence of the drop’s retraction can be a partial or complete
rebound [75]. Experimental studies of drop impact on both porous surfaces and
curved surfaces [106, 54, 47] have begun to emerge, because they are building
blocks for many industrial applications.
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1.2.2 Modeling study
As described earlier when we defined the dynamic contact angle, a reasonable strat-
egy for contact-line modeling is to combine models for each region, but such an
approach would be unprecedented, due partially to the difficulties of characterizing
contact-line motion with disparate scales. There are primarily two types of mod-
eling strategies: the Cox-Voinov hydrodynamic model [20, 92] and the molecular-
kinetic model [7]. Both of these models aim to relate the dynamic contact angle
θd to the static contact angle θs by taking a single dominant force into account.
Here we provide a brief overview of both models.
Hydrodynamic model
The hydrodynamic model attributes the difference between the dynamic contact
angle θd and the static contact angel θs to the enhanced viscous force in the liquid













where µl is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid phase, u0 is the contact-line speed, lm
is the macroscopic length, and ls is the slip length. The Cox-Voinov hydrodynamic




Instead of using the viscous force in the hydrodynamic model, Yarnold and Ma-
son [100] suggested that the contact-line speed could be determined by reference
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to the molecular statistical dynamics near the contact line. Blake and Haynes [7]
used this idea to develop a mathematical relationship given by








where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature, kw is
the equilibrium frequency of the random molecular displacements at the contact
line, and λ is the average distance between adsorption sites on the substrate on
which the random molecular displacements occur. As pointed out by Snoeijer and
Andreotti [81], we should treat the MKT as a model for molecular-scale motions
rather than as an alternative for the hydrodynamic theory. This statement is
further supported by our scaling analysis [93].
1.2.3 Numerical study
Simulating two-phase flows with moving contact lines in complex geometries is a
challenging task, because modeling such a process combines several difficult nu-
merical problems—simulating two-phase flows and fluid-solid interactions, impos-
ing contact angles, and modeling dynamic contact angles. Moreover, extending the
methods developed for 2D to 3D is a non-trivial numerical exercise. Reviews of the
numerical challenges involved in simulating two-phase flows [89], simulating fluid-
solid interactions [63], imposing contact angles [85], and modeling dynamic contact
angles [85] are available in the literature. Despite the challenges, there have been
some noteworthy recent developments in modeling two-phase flows with moving
contact lines in complex geometries. These studies, each of which attempts to solve
all the problems within a single numerical frameworks, are collected in Table 1.1.














Maglio and Legendre [58] VOF None CSF Cox-Voinov 3D
Das et al. [24] VOF IB CSF Cox-Voinov 3D
Lepilliez et al. [51] DLS IB LS extrapolation None 3D
Solomenko et al. [82] DLS None LS extrapolation Cox-Voinov 3D
Liu and Ding [53] DI IB Characteristic MCL Cox-Voinov 2D
Table 1.1: List of numerical works on simulating two-phase flows with moving contact
lines in complex geometries.
in 3D. They used the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method to capture the two-phase
interface. The modified continuum surface force (CSF) method [9] was employed to
impose the contact angle. The Cox-Voinov model was used to model the dynamic
contact angle. Their approach was able to accurately predict the onset motion of
a drop on an inclined plane as well as the corresponding drop shape. They did
not, however, consider drop sliding on a complex shape.
Das et al. [24] proposed a numerical framework that also employed a VOF
method for interface capture, the CSF method to impose the contact angle, and
the Cox-Voinov model to model the dynamic contact angle. In addition, they built
an immersed boundary method to represent walls, enabling them to simulate two-
phase flows in more complex structures. Moreover, they demonstrated their ability
to simulate a moving sphere interacting with two-phase flows, but the viscous force
on the object is likely to be underestimated using the Cox-Voinov model [58].
Lepilliez et al. [51] proposed a numerical framework for simulating two-phase
flows in irregular domains with contact lines. In their framework, a distance
level-set (DLS) method was used to capture the two-phase interface, an immersed
boundary method was used to represent the solid wall, and the static contact angle
was imposed in the ghost cell. Their approach was capable of simulating flows with
complex boundaries, but no strict convergence with mesh refinement was shown.
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No dynamic contact angle modeling was utilized in the study.
Solomenko et al. [82] presented a DLS method for large-scale simulations of 3D
flows with moving contact lines. Although rendered in 3D, they considered only a
flat plate as the solid phase. As neither the DLS method nor the reinitialization
equation was written in conservative form, a significant increase in the interface
area led to a loss of mass in their simulations [82].
Liu and Ding [53] use a diffuse-interface method to capture interfaces, while
an IB method was used to model the moving solid boundaries. In addition, a
characteristic moving-contact-line (MCL) model was developed to simulate moving
contact lines on curved boundaries. Careful evaluations of the conservation and
convergence properties of the proposed method were presented, but the researchers
did not extend the work to 3D.
We note that a systematic evaluation of the conservation, convergence, and
accuracy of a numerical framework is necessary for predictive large-scale simula-
tions. Such an evaluation is not a common practice yet in the literature but will
be conducted in this dissertation.
1.3 Dissertation outline
In this dissertation, a numerical framework is first presented for large-scale simula-
tions of two-phase flows with moving contact lines in complex geometries, and then
demonstrate its predictive capability in problems such as drop-fiber and jet-plane
interactions. In Chapter 2, we first present the numerical framework with which
we simulate static contact-angle problems. The proposed method is then extended
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to simulate moving contact angles with the aid of the sub-grid-scale viscous force
in Chapter 3. The proposed method is used in Chapter 4 to study drop-fiber in-
teractions, and in Chapter 5 to study jet-plane interactions . Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Chapter 6.
1.4 Achievements
Towards large-scale simulation of two-phase flows with moving contact lines in com-
plex geometries, this dissertation’s contributions to numerical methods, contact-
line modeling, and large-scale simulation are summarized as follows:
Numerical method
• A conservative, accurate, and robust numerical framework for two-phase
flows with moving contact lines in complex geometries has been developed.
This framework utilizes a conservative level-set method to capture the liquid-
gas interface, a conservative immersed boundary method to represent the
solid phase, and the uncompensated Young’s force method to impose a con-
tact angle. (Chapter 2, Section 3-5)
• To provide a continuous distance level-set field for curvature calculation, a 3D
PDE-based extension method has been developed to extrapolate the distance
level-set field into the wall. As a result of this extension method, spurious
current, which is caused by numerical errors in the curvature calculation, has
been reduced by a factor of 10. (Chapter 2)
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Contact line modeling
• We first demonstrate that simulations of two-phase flows with moving contact
lines can be accurate and mesh-independent in the inertio-capillary if only a
static contact angle model is applied, because the viscous force is negligible
in this regime. (Chapter 3, Section 3)
• We also demonstrate that the resolved viscous force is related to mesh size.
Therefore the simulations of two-phase flows with moving contact lines are
mesh-dependent. (Chapter 3, Section 3)
• To perform simulations of viscous-force-dominated two-phase flows with mov-
ing contact lines accurately, a sub-grid-scale (SGS) viscous force model has
been developed. (Chapter 3, Section 4)
Large-scale simulation
• The proposed numerical framework has been used to simulate drop-fiber
interactions, which includes drop impact on a fiber and drop detachment
from a fiber. Reduced-order models, for estimating the critical drop size on
a thin fiber under gravity or cross-flow, have been developed based on the
simulations results. These models have been further developed to account
for the influence of fiber shape and wettability effects. (Chapter 4)
• A numerical study of jet-plane interaction has been performed and has been
validated against a microgravity experiment. In addition to the impact We-
ber number and the Reynolds number, the simulation results also suggest
that both gravity and wettability play important roles in predicting flow
patterns of jet-plane interaction. (Chapter 5)
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CHAPTER 2
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION AND NUMERICAL METHOD
2.1 Introduction
Simulating two-phase flows with moving contact lines is challenging. First, a wide
range of length scales is involved. The smallest length in the flow is around the
effective slip length (about 1 nanometer), whereas the characteristic length of the
two-phase interface is on the order of 1 millimeter. If all the length scales are






computational cells, and therefore is unfeasible considering the limits of current
computational resources. Adaptive mesh refinement in the contact line region or
sub-grid models of moving contact lines are required in large-scale simulations.
Second, the solution of the Navier-Stokes equation with a no-slip boundary con-
dition leads to an infinite viscous force at the contact point [41]. As reported by
Afkhami et al. [3], the viscous stress diverges at the contact line with mesh refine-
ment. Third, the spurious velocity caused by the error in curvature calculation
deminishes the robustness of the simulation at low capillary numbers.
In this chapter, we use the Conservative Level-Set method to capture the two-
phase interface and a conservative immersed boundary method to represent the
solid surface. The combination of the CLS method and the conservative im-
mersed boundary method ensures excellent mass conservation. The uncompen-
sated Young’s force method is used to indirectly impose the contact angle. Finally,
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the triple-phase area near the contact line.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the problem of interest includes three phases, i.e., a
liquid phase, a gas phase, and a solid phase, and three interfaces, i.e., a liquid-gas
interface, a liquid-solid interface, and a gas-solid interface, all three converging at
the contact line. For liquid and gas phases, the governing equations considered
are the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The solid phase neither move nor
deform in the scope of this study, thus there is no need to represent its dynamics.
The mathematical description for the fluid and the interfaces is provided below.
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2.2.1 Liquid and gas phases - incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations
The multiphase flow of interest in this work occurs at low Mach numbers, and




+∇ · (ρu⊗ u) = −∇p+∇ · (µ [∇u +∇uT])+ ρg, (2.1)
where u is the velocity field, p is the pressure, ρ is the density, µ is the dynamic
viscosity, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The continuity equation with the
incompressible constraint is written as
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = ∂ρ
∂t
+ u · ∇ρ = 0. (2.2)
Note that the material properties of both phases are taken to be constant, and
thus in the liquid phase, ρ = ρl and µ = µl, while in the gas phase, ρ = ρg and
µ = µg.
2.2.2 Liquid-gas interface
There is an interface Γ between the liquid and gas phases, and we use [ρ]Γ = ρl−ρg
and [µ]Γ = µl − µg to represent the jump in density and viscosity. The velocity
field is continuous across the interface, so [u]Γ = 0. The surface tension and the
jump in viscous stresses combine to cause a pressure jump across the interface,
[p]Γ = σκ+ 2 [µ]Γ n
T
Γ · ∇u · nΓ, (2.3)
where σ is the surface tension coefficient, κ is the interface curvature, and nΓ is
the liquid-gas interface normal.
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2.2.3 Fluid-solid interface
At the fluid-solid interface the no-slip and impermeable boundary conditions are
applied in this study. Thus, the normal velocity u⊥ = (u · nw) nw and the tangen-
tial velocity u‖ = u− u⊥ are zero at the wall.
2.2.4 Contact line
The Young-Laplace equation determines the shape of a liquid-gas interface. The
static contact angle (or equilibrium contact angle) θs is derived from the solid-gas
interfacial energy, σ, the solid-liquid interfacial energy, γSL, and the liquid-gas
interfacial energy, γLG, by Young’s equation,
γSG − γSL − σ cos θs = 0. (2.4)
Instead of solving the Young-Laplace equation to obtain a static contact angle,
in this study we directly provide a static contact angle in all the simulations.
There is an issue with the boundary condition because the interface moves and
thus no-slip is not appropriate. The singularity at the contact line caused by
the use of a no-slip boundary condition has been addressed by many previous
numerical studies [57, 101, 83, 34]. Similar to [3], the finite-volume approach we
use in this study partially alleviates this problem because we solve the weak form
of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations, and never explicitly impose zero
tangential velocity at the fluid-solid interface.
The jumps in pressure and thermodynamic quantities at the contact line call
for numerical tools capable of handling each of these discontinuities. Therefore,
numerical methods need to be developed to treat each of these discontinuities.
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2.3 Liquid-gas interface: Conservative Level-Set method
The distance level-set method [18] has been widely used in modeling two-phase
flows with contact lines [82, 57, 77]. In this method, a signed distance function is
defined as
φ (x, t) = ±‖x− xΓ‖ , (2.5)
where xΓ corresponds to the closest point on the interface from x. φ(x, t) > 0 is
in the liquid phase, and φ(x, t) < 0 is in the gas phase. The liquid-gas interface is
implicitly defined at iso-surface φ (x, t) = 0.
The interface is transported by solving
∂φ
∂t
+ u · ∇φ = 0. (2.6)
After transporting, the distance level set is altered, resulting in |∇φ| 6= 1. An
additional re-initialization step should be performed to restore the smoothness
of the distance level-set field. One of the most commonly used re-initialization
equation is the Hamilton-Jacobi equation,
∂φ
∂τ
+ sign(φ) (|∇φ| − 1) = 0, (2.7)
where τ is a pseudo-time. The distance level-set approach leads to mass error
in both phases [31, 82], because neither the level-set transport, Eq. 2.6, nor the
re-initialization, Eq. 2.7, conserves the volume enclosed by φ (x, t) = 0.
To alleviate the conservation issue, Olsson et al. [68] proposed a conservative
level-set approach, later improved by Desjardins et al. [31], for simulating turbulent
jet atomization. In this approach, the level-set function is defined as a hyperbolic
tangent profile,
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where ε controls the thickness of the profile, which is set at half of the grid size in
this study. φ (x, t) is the standard signed distance function defined by Eq 2.5. By
assuming a solenoidal velocity field, the advection equation becomes
∂ψ
∂t
+∇ · (uψ) = 0. (2.9)
As is the case with the distance level-set approach, the hyperbolic tangent profile
is distorted after transporting, requiring a re-initialization step. Here we use a










) (|∇φ · nΓ| − 1) nΓ] , (2.10)




Compared with the re-initialization strategy in Olsson et al. [68], this approach
avoids calculating the gradient of a stiff function, i.e. ∇ψ. In this approach, the
conservative level-set field ψ first maps back to the smoother distance level-set field
φ, by






then calculats the gradient. We refer for the details of the implementation of the
re-initialization strategy to Chiodi and Desjardins [17]. Since both the transport
equation, Eq 2.9, and the re-initialization equation, Eq 2.10, are written in conser-
vative form, the conservative level-set ψ is conserved, the evidence for which will
be provided in Section 2.7.
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2.4 Fluid-solid interface: Immersed Boundary method
An immersed boundary method based on the cut-cell approach of Meyer et al. [62]
is used in this work. This method guarantees discrete conservation of mass and
momentum, and provides a sharp representation of the solid boundary.
Considering a general conservative transport equation for a quantity ω, we
consider the following transport equation,
∂ω
∂t
+∇ · F (ω) = 0, (2.13)
where F (ω) is the flux of ω. By using second-order finite volume discretization,














where ωnc is the cell-mean value of ω at time t
n; ∆t is the size of the time step, V
is the cell volume, Nf is the number of cell faces, Af is the area of the cell face,
Ff is the face-mean flux, and nf is the outward normal to the cell face.

















where αvw = Vw/V is the cell wetted volume Vw divided by the cell volume V ,
αsw = Aw/Af is the cell face wetted area Aw divided by the cell face area Af , AIB
is the area of immersed boundary, nW is the outward normal to the immersed
boundary, and FIB is the mean flux of ω through the immersed boundary surface.
To obtain the wetted volume Vw, the wetted area Aw, and the area of the
immersed boundary AIB, the location of the immersed boundary, xIB is required,
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which is specified implicitly through the use of the signed distance level-set
B(x) = ±‖x− xIB‖ . (2.16)












Figure 2.2: Numerical grid around the contact point.
Dynamic contact angle models are often built on the equilibrium contact angle,
and therefore we first describe our strategy for imposing the equilibrium contact
angle, which we then extend to dynamic contact angle models. We categorize the
numerical methods to impose the equilibrium contact angle into two groups. In
the first group, the level-set field is modified to inform the curvature calculation.
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Both the accuracy of the modification method and the accuracy of the curvature
calculation have an impact on the overall accuracy of the numerical approach.
Explicitly,
• In [2], the contact angle is directly imposed in cells with contact lines, as
∂φ
∂τ
+ nw · ∇φ = cos(θe), for 0 < d < ∆, (2.17)
where ∆ is the local mesh size. In this approach, the equilibrium contact
angle is actually imposed at the center of the cell above the wall, i.e., cell (i,
j) in Figure 2.2. This approach will be referred to as Method One.
• In [82, 51], the distance level set is first extrapolated into the wall, such as
∂φ
∂τ
+ nw · ∇φ = cos(θe), for d < 0; (2.18)
the extrapolated distance field is then employed for curvature calculation.
In this approach, the equilibrium contact angle is actually imposed at the
center of the cell below the wall, i.e., cell (i, j-1) in Figure 2.2. This approach
is named as Method Two for reference.
Note that the curvature of the liquid-gas interface around the contact point is
non-zero, as a result of which the calculated contact angle at the contact point
differs from the imposed equilibrium contact angle. In the second group, the
curvature (or surface tension force) in the contact line cell is directly modified,
which is called the surface tension force method.
• In [94, 57], the curvature in the cells with contact lines is directly modified
to account for the contact angle, as
κ = κres +




where nΓ is the normal of the liquid-gas interface, and κres is the curvature
of the resolved liquid-gas interface, which written as
κres = ∇ · nΓ. (2.20)
The contact angle at the wall is considered to be the equilibrium contact angle,
and no error from modifying the level-set field is introduced in this approach. The
surface tension force method is verified to be more accurate than the second mod-
ification method in 2.9. Thus the surface tension force method is applied in this
study.
Accurate evaluation of the liquid-gas interface normal, Eq 2.11, and the resolved
curvature, Eq 2.20, require the distance field inside the wall. Therefore, we intro-
duce a 3D PDE-based extrapolation method, a weighted least-square method for
curvature calculation, and the uncompensated Young’s force method to implicitly
impose the contact angle. Details are listed below.
2.5.1 PDE-based extrapolation
We use the multidimensional extrapolation method proposed by Aslam [4] to ex-
tend the distance field into the wall. This is realized by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation in the extrapolated region twice. We first extrapolate the dot-product of
the liquid-gas interface normal and the wall normal, φ1 = nw · nΓ, by solving
∂φ1
∂τ
+H1(d)∇φ1 · nw = 0, (2.21)
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Figure 2.3: Distance level set around the contact point. The right figure
shows the blind spot around the contact point. The left figure
shows our solution.
where τ is a pseudo-time, and H1(d) is a Heaviside function, defined as
H1(d) =

1, if d < ∆
0, else.
(2.22)
The distance field is then extrapolated using φ1 as a source term:
∂φ
∂τ
+H2(d)∇φ · nw = φ1, (2.23)
where H2(d) is defined as
H2(d) =

1, if d < 0
0, else.
(2.24)
The spatial discretization is a second-order upwind finite difference. The tem-
poral integration is a second-order Runge-Kutta method [61]. Note that the two-
step extrapolation provides a distance field in the wall, but does not remove the
blind spot in the right figure in Figure 2.3. Based on the prescribed zero level set
φ = 0, we create a level set, φ = δ. Without the extrapolated φ = 0, φ = δ is
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bent between the normal of φ = 0 and the wall. The region between the normal
of the contact point and the wall is the blind spot [98, 77]. The technique we use
to remove the blind spot has two steps:
1. Extrapolate the distance field into the wall by solving Eq 2.21, and Eq 2.23.
2. Reconstruct the distance field by solving a static Eikonal equation for the
combined distance field, φc = φ ∪ φe:
|∇φc| = 1, (2.25)
where φ is the distance field outside the wall, and φe is the extrapolated
distance field.
The second step is crucial to eliminating the blind spot. In the implementation,
we use a fast marching method (FMM) [90] to solve Eq 2.25. Note that all the
distance field discussed in the following section is the combined distance field after
reconstruction, so we use φ instead.
2.5.2 Curvature calculation
For curvature calculation, we build a localized 3D paraboloid to approximate the
3D iso-surface. This idea is realized by the least squares approach introduced by
Marchandise et al. [60]. Briefly, a quadratic approximation of the distance field
φ(xi) is written as





where δx = (δxi, δyj, δzk) is the distance to point x in 3D, and H is the Hessian


































































where y is the unknown, A and b are built using the distance and grid information.
In the implementation, one extra step is taken to concentrate the error around the
calculated cell, by solving the the weighted equation,
wAy = wb. (2.28)
where w = diag(w11, w22, ..., wNN), and wii = exp(−‖δxi‖21.5h ) for i = 1...N . The
over-determined system of linear equations can then be solved in a least squares
sense, that is
(wA)TwAy = (wA)Twb. (2.29)
The corresponding curvature is computed as
κ(xi) =
tr(H)− n ·H · n
|∇φ| , (2.30)
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where n = (∂xφi, ∂yφj, ∂zφk) at xi. The weighted least square method delivers
second-order converging curvatures [17] and works on complex 3D interfaces.
2.5.3 Uncompensated Young’s force
Because of the disparate scale separation of the flow around the contact point,
direct numerical simulation of contact line motion is computationally expensive.
To alleviate this problem, we provide a sub-grid surface tension force model to
implicitly impose the contact angle. The surface tension force in the contact cell
is expressed as
F = Fres + FSGS = σ(κres + κSGS), (2.31)
where κres is the curvature of the resolved liquid-gas interface, and κSGS is the
sub-grid scale curvature correction, written as
κSGS =
nΓ · nw − cos(θe)
d
f(d), (2.32)
where f(d) is a numerical delta function implemented as
f(d) =
1 if d < ∆0 else (2.33)
Here we define cos(θ) = nΓ ·nw, enabling us to view the model can be viewed as
a kinetic correction to bring θ to θe. The force caused by the mismatch between the
actual contact angle an the equilibrium contact angle is called the uncompensated
Young’s Force [27]. Thus we refer to this method as the uncompensated Young’s
force method.
Note that the sub-grid curvature correction is conceptually the same as the









Figure 2.4: Control volume around a contact point.
We provide the derivation here. Consider the magnitude of the averaged surface









The surface tension coefficient σ and the curvature κ are usually considered con-





σ∇ · nΓdV = σd
d2
(nΓ · nw − nΓw · nw) = σ
d
(nΓ · nw − nΓw · nw)
(2.35)
where V is the volume, which is d2 in 2D. The length of the intersection side width
is d. n is the surface normal, which is nw on the upper side, and is −nw on the
lower side. nΓw is the interface orientation at the contact point, and it is related to
the equilibrium contact angle cos(θe) = nΓw ·nw. Therefore, the sub-grid curvature
correction is the same as the wall adhesion boundary method.
2.6 Solution procedure
With the graphical aid of Figure 2.5, here we summarize the solution procedure:
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Figure 2.5: Flow chart of the solution procedure.
1. Map the conservative level-set field ψ to the distance level-set field φ using
Eq 2.12.
2. Use a second-order finite difference method to estimate the normal of the
liquid-gas interface nΓ by calculating Eq 2.11.
3. Evaluate the extended quantity φ1, φ1 = nw · nΓ. Perform the first extrapo-
lation, Eq 2.21, then the second extrapolation, Eq 2.23.
4. Reconstruct the combined distance field using an FMM to solve the static
Eikonal equation, Eq 2.25.
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5. Calculate the resolved curvature using Eq 2.29 and Eq 2.30.
6. Add back the sub-grid surface tension force using the uncompensated Young’s
force, Eq 2.31.
7. Update ψ using the reinitialization equation Eq 2.10.
The mathematical description presented above is implemented in the framework
of the NGA code [29]. The Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a staggered grid
with second-order spatial accuracy for both convective and viscous terms, and
by the semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme with second-order accuracy for time
advancement. The discontinuous density and the surface tension force is treated by
the Ghost Fluid Method [36], and the Continuum Surface Force method [9] is used
in response to the jump in the viscous stresses within a semi-implicit formulation.
2.7 Verification
2.7.1 Stability: spurious current
Considering a static spherical drop, if the calculated curvature does not remain
constant over the whole drop, the resulting gradient in curvature would serve as
a source of spurious currents through the surface tension force. A spurious cur-
rent deminishes the robustness of simulations, especially for simulations with low
capillary numbers. In this section, we present our approach to measuring spurious
currents, and then show that a spurious current is convergent and weakened after
removing the blind spot.









Figure 2.6: Convergence study of the steady state Ca for a 1 mm water drop
in air: calculating Ca using Eq 2.36 (−×); calculating Ca using
Eq 2.37 (−◦ ); drop on wall with the blind spot(−♦); drop on
wall without the blind spot(−4); first order (−); second order
(−−).





where µg is the dynamic viscosity of the gas phase, vmax is the maximum velocity
in the domain, and σ is the surface tension coefficient. It is unclear, however,






which is the maximum capillary number in the domain. Comparing Eq 2.36 and
Eq 2.37, we first conduct a test case using a water drop in 3D without a wall. The
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physical parameters are collected here: the liquid density ρL = 1000 kg/m
3, the
liquid viscosity µL = 0.001 Pa · s, the gas density ρg = 1 kg/m3, the gas viscosity
µg = 1× 10−5 Pa · s, the surface tension coefficient σ = 0.072 Nm−1, and the drop
diameter D = 1 mm. The corresponding density ratio is 1000, the viscosity ratio is
1000, and the Laplace number is La = σρlD/µ
2
l = 72000. A study was performed
using drop-size to cell-size ratios D/∆ = 8, 16, 24, and 48. As shown in Figure 2.6,
Eq 2.36 systematically over-predicts the spurious current intensity, although the
difference is very small. The convergence rate is second order for a single water
drop. In the following section, Eq 2.37 is used to quantify the spurious current.
We then conducted a test of spurious currents with the same size drop on a wall.
The results for θe = 60
◦ are reported here. Before removing the blind spot, the
spurious current does not converge. After removing the blind spot, the spurious
current has a first-order convergence rate. The capillary number is at the order of
10−4 even on the coarsest tested mesh. The drop in the convergence rate is caused
by the fast marching reconstruction of the distance field, i.e., step 4 in the solution
procedure, because the distance field after the fast marching reconstruction has
less than second-order accuracy, as reported in Chiodi and Desjardins [17].
2.7.2 Accuracy: equilibrium shape of a 2D drop on a plane
We test the accuracy of our numerical approach by testing a 2D drop on a plane
without gravity. The equilibrium shape of the drop is controlled by the equilibrium
contact angle. The shape can be obtained due to geometrical considerations and
mass conservation. As shown in the sketch, the drop radius R, the spreading length
L, and the height of the cap, e, are written as functions of the initial radius of the
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Le
Figure 2.7: Normalized height, e/R0, and spreading length, L/R0 of the equi-
librium drop versus the contact angle θe. Analytical normalized
height is shown with a dash line (−−), and analytical normal-
ized spreading length is shown with a solid line (−). Computed
normalized height and spreading length with mesh refinement,
R0/∆ = 6, 12, 24 and 48, are shown with circles (©), square
(), triangle (4), and diamond (♦) respectively.




2 (θe − sin θe cos θe) , L = 2R sin θe, e = R (1− cos θe) .
In the simulation, the drop is initialized as a semicircular drop at a 90◦ contact
angle on the plane. The physical parameters in the simulations are collected in
Table 4.5. The surface tension coefficient is deliberately small to decrease drop
oscillation around the equilibrium. Simulations are performed using Cartesian
coordinates on a regular domain. The plane is built using the immersed boundary,
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Figure 2.8: L∞ norm of error in the spreading length or height versus the cell
number in radius: error in the spreading length for 10◦ (−•), 60◦
(−), 120◦ (−N). 170◦(−); error in the height for 170◦(−♦);
first order (−); second order (−−).
intentionally mis-aligned with the numerical mesh. Four drop-radius to cell-size
ratios, R0/∆ = 6, 12, 24, 48, are simulated. The imposed contact angles vary from
10◦ to 170◦. Until equilibrium, the height and spreading length of the drop are
collected to be compared with the analytical solutions, as shown in Eq 2.38. We
are not comparing the static contact angle at the contact point, because the angle
measured at the cell center adjacent to the wall is not the same as the static contact
angle at the contact line.
The height e and the spreading length L of the drop are normalized by the drop
initial radius R0. As shown in Figure 2.7, the results of numerical simulations (in
symbols) are plotted with the simulated analytical height and spreading length
(shown by a dashed line and a solid line, respectively). The simulated results
exhibit good agreement with the analytical results. In our previous study [94],
the spreading length for 10◦ converges towards a value that is about 10% below
the analytical result. Here, the simulated spreading length converges towards the
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analytical result, showing improved accuracy. We perform further comparisons by




where Ln is the numerical spreading length, and La is the analytical spreading
length. The results are collected in Figure 2.8. The error norm is larger in θs = 170
◦
for the spreading length, because the analytical spreading length is the denomina-
tor and is small at that contact angle. Therefore, a better measure of θs = 170
◦ is
the height of the drop, also shown in Figure 2.8. For all four cases, the errors in the
simulated spreading length decrease with mesh refinement, and the convergence
rate is found to fall between the first and second orders.
2.7.3 Conservation: drop impact on a sphere in 3D
Many interesting phenomena arise in the study of a drop impacting a substrate [99],
such as splashing, spreading, receding, bouncing, etc. Here, we simulate a 3D drop
impact on a sphere at various contact angles, focusing on the dynamic response
of the drops to a curved surface at varying static contact angles and the mass
conservation property in a non-trivial geometry.
We start with a static test case, the convergence study of a drop on a sphere in
3D, and then investigate drop impact on a sphere in 3D. The physical parameters
used in the numerical test are listed in Table 2.1. Note that the initial velocity is




Figure 2.9: Comparison of droplet shapes at equilibrium against the analyt-
ical results for θs = 10
◦. The droplet shape at equilibrium in
3D is on the right, the 2D droplet shapes at the cut plane is on
the left. Three levels of resolution are plotted, dd/∆ = 12.8 is in
green, dd/∆ = 25.6 is in dark blue,and dd/∆ = 51.2 is in light
blue. The thick solid black line represents the analytical shape.
In the visualization, the liquid phase is colored in blue, and the solid phase is
in red. In Figure 2.9, the left snapshot is a 3D drop on a sphere at equilibrium
with θs = 10
◦. We create a 2D plane by cutting though the solid sphere center
and the centroid of the liquid phase. The drop shapes at equilibrium are shown
on this plane against the analytical result. The sphere diameter to cell-size ratios
are dd/∆ = 12.8, 25.6 and 51.2. As shown in the figure, the numerical shapes
approach the analytical shape with mesh refinement.
We then simulate a 3D drop impact on a sphere. Initially, the drop has diameter
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Diameter ratio dd/ds 1
Density ratio ρl/ρg 1000
Viscosity ratio ρl/ρg 100




Table 2.1: Parameters for drop on a sphere of diameter ds in 3D.
Figure 2.10: A drop impact on a hydrophilic sphere in 3D, θs = 10
◦. The
interval between two successive pictures is ∆tu0/ds = 0.25 (from
left to right and from top to bottom).
dd and velocity u0. There are 20 cells across the diameter of the sphere. Figure 2.10
shows snapshots of impact dynamics on a super-hydrophilic sphere (θs = 10
◦).
The sphere is fully wetted by the liquid phase. Figure 2.11 shows snapshots of
impact dynamics on a super-hydrophobic sphere (θs = 150
◦). The drop eventually
bounces away from the sphere. The total mass error, ∆M , normalized by initial
total mass, M0, is shown in Figure 2.12 as a function of non-dimensional time,
tu0/dd, for θs = 10
◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, 150◦, respectively. The maximum mass
error is less than 0.3% for all drop impact simulations.
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Figure 2.11: A drop impact on a hydrophobic sphere in 3D, θs = 150
◦. The
interval between two successive pictures is ∆tu0/ds = 0.25 (from
left to right and from top to bottom).
2.7.4 3D drop spreading on a sphere
We introduce a test case to verify our findings reported in the previous two sub-
sections. The initial condition is shown in Figure 2.13. The radius of the drop is
the same as the radius of the sphere. The center of the spherical drop is 0.98R
away from the surface of the sphere. The physical parameters are: liquid den-
sity ρL = 1000 kg/m
3, liquid viscosity, µL = 0.001 Pa · s, surface tension coeffi-
cient σ = 0.072 Nm−1, the static contact angle is θ = 60◦, the drop diameter is
D = 1 mm, and the calculated Ohnesorge number is Oh = µ√
ρσD
= 0.012.
We measure the drop height throughout the spreading process. As shown in
Figure 2.14, four resolutions are taken for the test, R/∆x = 6, 12, 24, 48. The


















Figure 2.12: Mass error versus non-dimensional time for θs =
10◦, 30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦, and 150◦.
amplitude is smaller on a finer mesh because more viscous dissipation is captured
by the grid. The final heights seem to collapse. We choose three time spots, one
in the inertial spreading regime, one close to the peak of the first oscillation, and
the last one close to the equilibrium state. The liquid-gas interfaces are shown in
Figure 2.15 at a range of resolutions, exhibiting good agreement with one another.
2.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, a numerical framework has been presented to simulate large-scale
two-phase flows in complex geometries. The computational approach uses a conser-




Figure 2.13: Initial condition for a drop spreading on a sphere.
boundary method to model the solid phase, and a curvature boundary method to
model the static contact angle. This approach is verified to be accurate, conser-
vative, and robust in simulating inertia dominated liquid-gas flows with moving
contact lines.
2.9 Appendix
We compare the accuracy of the force method with the second modification method
using the test case in Section 2.7.2. Our solution procedure for the force method
has been illustrated in Section 2.6. We could easily adapt the algorithm for the
force method to realize the second modification method. The solution procedure is
graphically shown in Figure 2.16: pre-estimation of the liquid-gas interface normal





Figure 2.14: Evolution of drop height during spreading on a sphere in 3D.
tension force model is deleted. The mesh resolution is R0/∆ = 24. The other
parameters are remain the same as the parameters in Section 2.7.2. A comparison
of the computed spreading length from the force method with the counterpart from
the second modification method is shown in Figure 2.17; the analytical spreading
length is also drawn here for reference. Both methods are accurate in the spreading
length. The difference is more obvious in Figure 2.18, which shows the L∞ norm of
error in the spreading length for both methods. For most contact angles, the force
method is more accurate, except for the 170◦ case. As explained in Section 2.7.2,
the errors in the height is better for accuracy measurement for the 170◦ case, so we
then draw the L∞ norm of errors in the height with solid markers. As predicted,







Figure 2.15: Drop shapes during spreading.
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Figure 2.16: Flow chart of the solution procedure for the second modification
method. Compared with the force method, the deleted steps are
crossed out, the changed steps are colored in red.
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Figure 2.17: Normalized spreading length L/R0 of the equilibrium drop ver-
sus the contact angle θe. The analytical normalized spreading
length is shown with a dashed line (−−), the computed spread-
ing length using the force method is shown by squares (),
the computed spreading length using the second modification
method is shown by circles (©).
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Figure 2.18: L∞ norm of errors in spreading length or height versus the equi-
librium contact angle. Force method, spreading length is shown
by in squares (). Force method, spreading height is shown
by filled square (). Second modification method, spreading
length is shown by circles(©). Second modification method,
spreading height is shown by filled circles(•)
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CHAPTER 3
MOVING CONTACT LINE MODEL
3.1 Introduction
Two-phase flows with moving contact lines are highly relevant to many natural
phenomena and industrial applications such as internal combustion engines [99],
micro-fluidic devices [23], fuel cells [38], etc. Detailed understanding and accurate
modeling of contact line dynamics are required to optimize the performance of
these engineering devices.
Performing accurate simulation of two-phase flows with moving contact lines
is challenging because these flows are inherently multi-physics and multi-scale [8,
81, 85]. For instance, multiple physics, such as surface roughness [64, 5], sur-
factants [65, 87], or electrostatic effects [44], are difficult to resolve accurately in
a single numerical framework. Moreover, the viscous stress diverges at the con-
tact line while using the no-slip boundary condition, resulting in mesh-dependent
simulations of flows dominated by the viscous force [3, 50].
We simplify our study by focusing on smooth surfaces and by ignoring sur-
factants and electrostatic forces. In context of the finite-volume approach [94],
the weak form of the Navier-Stokes equations is solved, which avoids having to
explicitly impose the slip boundary condition at the wall. Nevertheless, accurate
simulations of contact line dynamics remain a challenging because of the complex
flow physics that interact in the near-wall region. Figure 3.1 provides a schematic
of the multi-scale flow near the moving contact line, which is divided into four
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<latexit sha1_base64="GsloCx C+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF 8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOs LCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oR Uo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5 b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMUrDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbE yH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1b qZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3GXCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/ OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+ Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCx C+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF 8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOs LCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oR Uo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5 b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMUrDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbE yH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1b qZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3GXCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/ OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+ Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCx C+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF 8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOs LCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oR Uo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5 b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMUrDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbE yH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1b qZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3GXCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/ OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+ Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCx C+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF 8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOs LCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oR Uo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5 b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMUrDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbE yH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1b qZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3GXCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/ OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+ Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</latexit>
⇠ mm
<latexit sha1_base64="PPgNg+CkISh6DEgqZE9S05unLY8=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMx FHxbv2r9WvXoJVgET2UrgnorevFYwbWF7lKyabYNTbJLki2Upf/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMlHKmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTx60kmmCPVJwhPVjbCmnEnqG2Y 47aaKYhFx2onGd4XfmVClWSIfzTSlocBDyWJGsLFS33UDzQQKBDYjJXIhZn237jW8OdAqaZakDiXaffcrGCQkE1QawrHWvaaXmjDHyjDC6awWZJqmmIzxkPYslVhQHebz5DN0Zp UBihNlnzRorv7eyLHQeioiO1lE1MteIf7n9TITX4c5k2lmqCSLQ3HGkUlQUQMaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxpZVsyU0l7+8SvyLxk3De7ist27LNqpwAqdwDk24ghbcQxt8IDCBZ 3iFNyd3Xpx352MxWnHKnWP4A+fzBz0Xk5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PPgNg+CkISh6DEgqZE9S05unLY8=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMx FHxbv2r9WvXoJVgET2UrgnorevFYwbWF7lKyabYNTbJLki2Upf/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMlHKmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTx60kmmCPVJwhPVjbCmnEnqG2Y 47aaKYhFx2onGd4XfmVClWSIfzTSlocBDyWJGsLFS33UDzQQKBDYjJXIhZn237jW8OdAqaZakDiXaffcrGCQkE1QawrHWvaaXmjDHyjDC6awWZJqmmIzxkPYslVhQHebz5DN0Zp UBihNlnzRorv7eyLHQeioiO1lE1MteIf7n9TITX4c5k2lmqCSLQ3HGkUlQUQMaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxpZVsyU0l7+8SvyLxk3De7ist27LNqpwAqdwDk24ghbcQxt8IDCBZ 3iFNyd3Xpx352MxWnHKnWP4A+fzBz0Xk5o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PPgNg+CkISh6DEgqZE9S05unLY8=">AAAB+HicbVBNSwMx FHxbv2r9WvXoJVgET2UrgnorevFYwbWF7lKyabYNTbJLki2Upf/EiwcVr/4Ub/4bs+0etHUgMMy8x5tMlHKmjed9O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APTx60kmmCPVJwhPVjbCmnEnqG2Y 47aaKYhFx2onGd4XfmVClWSIfzTSlocBDyWJGsLFS33UDzQQKBDYjJXIhZn237jW8OdAqaZakDiXaffcrGCQkE1QawrHWvaaXmjDHyjDC6awWZJqmmIzxkPYslVhQHebz5DN0Zp UBihNlnzRorv7eyLHQeioiO1lE1MteIf7n9TITX4c5k2lmqCSLQ3HGkUlQUQMaMEWJ4VNLMFHMZkVkhBUmxpZVsyU0l7+8SvyLxk3De7ist27LNqpwAqdwDk24ghbcQxt8IDCBZ 3iFNyd3Xpx352MxWnHKnWP4A+fzBz0Xk5o=</latexit>
1 nm
<latexit sha1_base64="t4CxiBAW05nfcDjx k3pTmJkiIBc=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMCLosunFZwT6gM5ZMmmlDk8yQZ JQy9D/cuFDErf/izr8x085CWw8EDufcyz05YcKZNq777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BW8epIrRF Yh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wfJP7nUeqNIvlvZkkNBB4KFnECDZWevD8M19gM1Iik2Lar9b cujsDWiZeQWpQoNmvfvmDmKSCSkM41rrnuYkJMqwMI5xOK36qaYLJGA9pz1KJBdVBNks9RSdWGa AoVvZJg2bq740MC60nIrSTeUS96OXif14vNdFVkDGZpIZKMj8UpRyZGOUVoAFTlBg+sQQTxWxWR EZYYWJsURVbgrf45WXSPq97lt9d1BrXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqEBt9CEFhBQ8Ayv8OY8OS/Ou/MxHy05 xc4h/IHz+QNvz5J3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4CxiBAW05nfcDjx k3pTmJkiIBc=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMCLosunFZwT6gM5ZMmmlDk8yQZ JQy9D/cuFDErf/izr8x085CWw8EDufcyz05YcKZNq777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BW8epIrRF Yh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wfJP7nUeqNIvlvZkkNBB4KFnECDZWevD8M19gM1Iik2Lar9b cujsDWiZeQWpQoNmvfvmDmKSCSkM41rrnuYkJMqwMI5xOK36qaYLJGA9pz1KJBdVBNks9RSdWGa AoVvZJg2bq740MC60nIrSTeUS96OXif14vNdFVkDGZpIZKMj8UpRyZGOUVoAFTlBg+sQQTxWxWR EZYYWJsURVbgrf45WXSPq97lt9d1BrXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqEBt9CEFhBQ8Ayv8OY8OS/Ou/MxHy05 xc4h/IHz+QNvz5J3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4CxiBAW05nfcDjx k3pTmJkiIBc=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMCLosunFZwT6gM5ZMmmlDk8yQZ JQy9D/cuFDErf/izr8x085CWw8EDufcyz05YcKZNq777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BW8epIrRF Yh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wfJP7nUeqNIvlvZkkNBB4KFnECDZWevD8M19gM1Iik2Lar9b cujsDWiZeQWpQoNmvfvmDmKSCSkM41rrnuYkJMqwMI5xOK36qaYLJGA9pz1KJBdVBNks9RSdWGa AoVvZJg2bq740MC60nIrSTeUS96OXif14vNdFVkDGZpIZKMj8UpRyZGOUVoAFTlBg+sQQTxWxWR EZYYWJsURVbgrf45WXSPq97lt9d1BrXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqEBt9CEFhBQ8Ayv8OY8OS/Ou/MxHy05 xc4h/IHz+QNvz5J3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t4CxiBAW05nfcDjx k3pTmJkiIBc=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgQsqMCLosunFZwT6gM5ZMmmlDk8yQZ JQy9D/cuFDErf/izr8x085CWw8EDufcyz05YcKZNq777ZRWVtfWN8qbla3tnd296v5BW8epIrRF Yh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wfJP7nUeqNIvlvZkkNBB4KFnECDZWevD8M19gM1Iik2Lar9b cujsDWiZeQWpQoNmvfvmDmKSCSkM41rrnuYkJMqwMI5xOK36qaYLJGA9pz1KJBdVBNks9RSdWGa AoVvZJg2bq740MC60nIrSTeUS96OXif14vNdFVkDGZpIZKMj8UpRyZGOUVoAFTlBg+sQQTxWxWR EZYYWJsURVbgrf45WXSPq97lt9d1BrXRR1lOIJjOAUPLqEBt9CEFhBQ8Ayv8OY8OS/Ou/MxHy05 xc4h/IHz+QNvz5J3</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="GsloCxC+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB 6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3 ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oRUo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMU rDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbEyH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1bqZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3G XCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCxC+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB 6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3 ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oRUo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMU rDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbEyH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1bqZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3G XCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCxC+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB 6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3 ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oRUo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMU rDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbEyH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1bqZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3G XCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCxC+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB 6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3 ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oRUo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMU rDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbEyH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1bqZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3G XCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</lat exit>
✓d
<latexit sha1_base64="NiJIf1pemFxdme6PfeTmr3+PfY8=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9av Wr6pHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxgv2ANpTNZtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BKYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08apsk04y3WCIT3Q2o4VIo3kKBkndTzWkcSN4JxrezeueJa yMS9YCTlPsxHSoRCUbRWt0+jjjSQTio1ty6OxdZBa+AGhRqDqpf/TBhWcwVMkmN6Xluin5ONQom+bTSzwxPKRvTIe9ZVDTmxs/n+07JmXVCEiXaPoVk7v6eyGlszCQObGdMcWSWazPzv1ovw+jaz4 VKM+SKLT6KMkkwIbPjSSg0ZygnFijTwu5K2IhqytBGVLEheMsnr0L7ou5Zvr+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYCDhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4I+fzBxrEj/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NiJIf1pemFxdme6PfeTmr3+PfY8=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9av Wr6pHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxgv2ANpTNZtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BKYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08apsk04y3WCIT3Q2o4VIo3kKBkndTzWkcSN4JxrezeueJa yMS9YCTlPsxHSoRCUbRWt0+jjjSQTio1ty6OxdZBa+AGhRqDqpf/TBhWcwVMkmN6Xluin5ONQom+bTSzwxPKRvTIe9ZVDTmxs/n+07JmXVCEiXaPoVk7v6eyGlszCQObGdMcWSWazPzv1ovw+jaz4 VKM+SKLT6KMkkwIbPjSSg0ZygnFijTwu5K2IhqytBGVLEheMsnr0L7ou5Zvr+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYCDhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4I+fzBxrEj/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NiJIf1pemFxdme6PfeTmr3+PfY8=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9av Wr6pHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxgv2ANpTNZtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BKYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08apsk04y3WCIT3Q2o4VIo3kKBkndTzWkcSN4JxrezeueJa yMS9YCTlPsxHSoRCUbRWt0+jjjSQTio1ty6OxdZBa+AGhRqDqpf/TBhWcwVMkmN6Xluin5ONQom+bTSzwxPKRvTIe9ZVDTmxs/n+07JmXVCEiXaPoVk7v6eyGlszCQObGdMcWSWazPzv1ovw+jaz4 VKM+SKLT6KMkkwIbPjSSg0ZygnFijTwu5K2IhqytBGVLEheMsnr0L7ou5Zvr+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYCDhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4I+fzBxrEj/8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NiJIf1pemFxdme6PfeTmr3+PfY8=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9av Wr6pHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxgv2ANpTNZtMu3Wzi7kQooX/CiwdFvPp3vPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5BKYdB1v53S2vrG5lZ5u7Kzu7d/UD08apsk04y3WCIT3Q2o4VIo3kKBkndTzWkcSN4JxrezeueJa yMS9YCTlPsxHSoRCUbRWt0+jjjSQTio1ty6OxdZBa+AGhRqDqpf/TBhWcwVMkmN6Xluin5ONQom+bTSzwxPKRvTIe9ZVDTmxs/n+07JmXVCEiXaPoVk7v6eyGlszCQObGdMcWSWazPzv1ovw+jaz4 VKM+SKLT6KMkkwIbPjSSg0ZygnFijTwu5K2IhqytBGVLEheMsnr0L7ou5Zvr+sNW6KOMpwAqdwDh5cQQPuoAktYCDhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnKKmWP4I+fzBxrEj/8=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="GsloCxC+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB 6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3 ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oRUo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMU rDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbEyH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1bqZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3G XCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCxC+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB 6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3 ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oRUo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMU rDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbEyH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1bqZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3G XCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCxC+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB 6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3 ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oRUo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMU rDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbEyH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1bqZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3G XCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</lat exit><latexit sha1_base64="GsloCxC+Fm6L0U2jEW4dmm7Qp4o=">AAAB 6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FQSEfRY9OKxov2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5gKro3nfTultfWNza3 ydmVnd2//wD08aukkUwybLBGJ6oRUo+ASm4YbgZ1UIY1Dge1wfDurt59QaZ7IRzNJMYjpUPKIM2qs9ZD1vb5b9WreXGQV/AKqUKjRd796g4RlMU rDBNW663upCXKqDGcCp5VepjGlbEyH2LUoaYw6yOerTsmZdQYkSpR90pC5+3sip7HWkzi0nTE1I71cm5n/1bqZia6DnMs0MyjZ4qMoE8QkZHY3G XCFzIiJBcoUt7sSNqKKMmPTqdgQ/OWTV6F1UfMt319W6zdFHGU4gVM4Bx+uoA530IAmMBjCM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi0lpxi5hj+yPn8AQWcjZw=</lat exit>
Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of a partially-wetting drop spreading on a flat
surface. This figure is adapted from Chen et al. [15].
flow is dominated by intermolecular forces [37]. The characteristic length scale of
Region 1 is about a = 1 nm. The flow in Region 2 is dominated by the Van der
Waals force [37]. Because of this force, the surface tension coefficient varies as a
function of the distance to the wall, resulting in concave bending of the two-phase
interface [15] in this region. Region 2 extends over several nanometers [37]. Re-
gion 3 is dominated by the balance of viscous and surface tension forces, and the
corresponding length scale is the visco-capillary length lµ = µ
2
l /(σρl) [8], where
µl is the liquid dynamic viscosity, σ is the surface tension coefficient, and ρl is
the liquid density. Finally, Region 4 is dominated by the balance of liquid inertia,
gravitational, and surface tension forces, and its characteristic scale is the inertia-
capillary length [8], lc =
√
σ/(ρlg). For a water drop, the visco-capillary length
is about 0.01µm, and the capillary length is about 2.7 mm. For a viscous fluid,
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the visco-capillary length is much larger, therefore we estimate it to be around
1µm. The huge scale-separation between the visco-capillary length and inertia-
capillary length indicates that a 3D simulation that resolves the visco-capillary
length would be enormously expensive. As a result, we aim to build a dynamic
contact line model that accounts for the scales under the capillary length, namely
Regions 1-3, to save the computational cost and to enable efficient simulations of
two-phase flows with moving contact lines.
Currently, there exists primarily two types of modeling strategies: the Cox-
Voinov dynamic model [20, 92] based on hydrodynamics; and the contact-line
friction model [74, 16, 67] based on the Molecular Kinetic Theory (MKT) [100, 7].
Both of these models aim to relate the dynamic contact angle θd to the static
contact angle θs by considering the balance between surface tension and another
dominant process. The Cox-Voinov dynamic model considers hydrodynamics at a
small contact angle in the context of the lubrication approximation, i.e., it balances
surface tension with the viscous process. The contact-line friction model [7, 35]
ignores bulk flow but focuses on the molecular force. These two models seem to
be coexist and have been separately used in a number of numerical studies [3, 50,
83, 58, 32, 34, 84, 57, 82, 24]. Snoeijer and Andreotti [81], however, suggested to
use MKT as a slip model for the molecular-scale boundary condition, in addition
to rather than an alternative to the Cox-Voinov hydrodynamic model. These two
modeling strategies did not consider inertia effect from the get-go, however, the
influence of liquid inertia is not negligible even in some low speed flows [81]. To
alleviate this issue, several recent theoretical [21], experimental [52, 6, 96, 73, 97]
and numerical [58, 82] studies focused on characterizing inertial effect on contact
line dynamics.
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In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to analyze and model two-phase
flows with moving contact lines. Starting from the volume-integrated form of the
Navier-Stokes equations for two-phase flows with moving contact lines, we identify
two unclosed terms at the wall in Section 3.2: a Sub-Grid Scale (SGS) surface
tension force and an SGS viscous force. In Section 3.3, we perform simulations of
drop spreading to demonstrate that the SGS surface tension force can be closed
using the uncompensated Young’s force method [94]. This method also leads to
mesh-independent simulation results in inertia-capillary flows. In Section 3.4, we
propose a simple flow model to estimate the SGS viscous force at the contact line.
The new approach is also analytically compared with the Cox-Voinov model and
the contact-line friction model. In Section 3.5, we show that using both SGS models
leads to better mesh-independence of the predictions. Finally, 3D drop spreading
on a horizontal plane and drops sliding down an inclined plane are studied using
the proposed approach.
3.2 Volume-filtered Navier-Stokes equations around the
contact line
Consider a flow problem in which coexist a liquid domain L, a gas domain G, and
a solid region S. The interface between fluid and solid (hereinafter referred to as
the wall) is defined by W = (L ∪G)∩ S, and the interface between liquid and gas
is I = L ∩G. The triple-contact line is then given by C =W ∩ I.
Consider a fixed fluid control volume Ω that is adjacent to the wall, but not
overlapping with the solid region. We define the boundary of this control volume
as ∂Ω. We split ∂Ω into a portion that coincides with the wall, ∂ΩW = ∂Ω ∩W ,
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and a portion that does not coincide with the wall, ∂Ω\∂ΩW . We are especially
interested in the situation where C ∩ ΩW 6= Ø, i.e., some of the triple-contact line
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Figure 3.2: Schematics of a control volume around the triple-contact line. tW
is the wall tangential vector, and nW is the wall normal vector.
For maximum relevance to finite volume-based two-phase flow solvers, we are
interested in the integral form of the momentum conservation equation expressed


















In this expression, nΩ is the outward-oriented normal vector of ∂Ω, the gravita-
tional acceleration is g, the fluid density is ρ, its velocity is u, and the stress tensor
is τ = −pI +µ (∇u +∇uT)− 2
3
µ∇ ·uI, where I indicates the identity tensor, µ is
1For simplicity, integrals over a line, surface, and volume will respectively use dl, dS, and dV
as differential variable.
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the fluid dynamic viscosity coefficient, and p is the fluid pressure. The last term
on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.1 accounts for the effect of surface tension: σ is the
surface tension coefficient, and the liquid-gas interface tangential vector is defined
at the control volume surface by tI = (nI × nΩ)× nI .
An overbar is introduced to indicate Ω-averaged quantities: for a variable φ, we
have φ = 1|Ω|
∫
Ω
φdV , where the vertical brackets indicate the Lebesgue measure
of the set. In addition, appropriate numerical fluxes need to be introduced to
approximate the surface terms in Eq. 3.1. For an exact point-wise surface flux
F , we decompose it as F = Fres + FSGS, where the “res” subscript indicates the
resolved numerical flux computed from volume-averaged quantities (over Ω and
neighboring control volumes), and the “SGS” subscript indicates the error coming
from unresolved (i.e., sub-grid scale) processes. Hereinafter, the assumption is
made that Ω is large compared to the near-wall region in which occur the contact
line processes described in the introduction. Specifically, we assume that the Ω
extends into region 4. Moreover, it is assumed that all the other flow processes
unrelated to contact line physics are properly resolved, i.e., are taking place on a
scale much larger than Ω. Therefore, we assume that Fres ≈ F on ∂Ω\∂ΩW . In
contrast, we expect that volume-averaged fluid variables will poorly approximate
wall fluxes around the triple-contact line, and as such FSGS is not negligible on



































where fσ SGS is the SGS surface tension force, and fτ SGS is the SGS viscous force.
While the two SGS wall fluxes need to cancel each other in the wall-normal compo-
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nent of Eq. 3.2, both terms remain in the wall-tangent components of the equation.
For the sake of simplicity and without significant loss of generality, it is use-
ful to expand these terms under additional assumptions. For a locally flat wall,
a Cartesian coordinate system is first introduced with the x and z coordinates
varying along the wall and the y coordinate varying in the wall-normal direction.
Correspondingly, we define the wall-tangent velocity components as u and w, and
the wall-normal velocity component as v. While we focus on the u component
of the velocity below, similar expressions can be obtained for the w component.















[σex · tI ]res dl ≈
|I ∩ ∂ΩW |
|Ω| σex · tI . (3.4)
In Eq. 3.3, d is the distance between the centroid of Ω and the wall, and ex
and ey are the unit vectors of the coordinate system. Note that in Eq. 3.4, the
abusive notation I is used to indicate the numerical reconstruction model for
I within the control volume Ω. For example, I might correspond to a planar
reconstruction of the interface in the cell as provided by a VOF-PLIC [69] or a
level set framework [79].
With these definitions, it is possible to express the SGS terms at the wall as

























σex · tI dl − |I ∩ ∂ΩW ||Ω| σex · tI .
(3.6)
The closures of fτ SGS and fσ SGS will be provided in detail in Section 3.3 and
Section 3.4, respectively.
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The above mathematical description is implemented in our in-house code
NGA [29], which employs a conservative level-set method [31] to capture the liquid-
gas interface. The pressure discontinuity due to surface tension is treated by the
ghost fluid method [36]. The SGS surface tension force, i.e., Eq. 3.5, is implemented
as a source term in curvature calculation [57, 94]. The volume-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations are solved on a staggered grid with second-order spatial accuracy
for both convective and viscous terms, and by the semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson
scheme with second-order accuracy for time advancement. This computational
strategy has been verified extensively [94, 95] and was found to be accurate, con-
servative, and robust for simulating 3D large-scale inertia-dominated liquid-gas
flows with moving contact lines. The implementation of the SGS viscous force,
i.e., Eq. 3.3, will be illustrated in Section 3.4.6, and its validation and verification
will be demonstrated in Section 3.5.
3.3 SGS surface tension force model
We first derive a SGS surface-tension force model starting from Eq 3.6. The SGS
surface tension force on the wall can be first written as
fσ SGS = ex · fσ SGS = 1|Ω|
∫
I∩∂ΩW
σex · tI dl − |I ∩ ∂ΩW ||Ω| σex · tI . (3.7)
The surface tension coefficient is assumed to be constant. We define the expected





I∩∂ΩW ex · tI dl
)
, which is assumed to be
same as the static contact angle θs. The resolved contact angle can be calculated
as θI = cos
−1 (ex · tI), which is equal to cos−1 (ey · nI). The liquid-gas interface is
assumed to be smooth and to be with a small curvature, resulting in |I ∩ ∂ΩW | =
|I ∩ ∂ΩW |. Eq 3.7 is then simplified to
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fσ SGS =
|I ∩ ∂ΩW |
|Ω| σ (cos (θs)− cos (θI)) . (3.8)
Evaluation of |I ∩ ∂ΩW | can be different for various numerical frameworks. How-
ever, when the ghost fluid method [36] is employed to calculate the pressure jump,
|I ∩ ∂ΩW | is estimated as ∆, and |Ω| is ∆3, where ∆ is the grid size in numeri-
cal simulations. This SGS surface force is similar to the uncompensated Young’s
force [26], because both of them are caused by the difference between the current
contact angle and the imposed contact angle. Some contact angle models, such as
the curvature boundary method [94, 57] and the continuum surface force (CSF)
method [58, 24], are in the same fashion.
An SGS surface-tension force model can be developed and verified even without
an SGS viscous force model in inertia-capillary flows, because in such flows the
inertial and surface tension forces are dominant, and the viscous force is negligible
compared to the inertial force. Numerical simulations with only an SGS surface-
tension force model, such as a low-viscous drop spreading on a plane [94] and
a drop impacting on a plane [86] or a fiber [95], have been found to be mesh-
independent and physically accurate, as the inertia force and surface tension force
are mesh-independent.
However, the result might be different in flows that viscosity is not negligible.
To demonstrate it, we simulate a high-viscous spontaneous drop spreading, because
this flow has not only a inertia-capillary regime, but also a viscosity-capillary
regime, as illustrated by the mass-spring-dashpot analogy in Section 3.7.1. From
the beginning of the spreading to t = Tc, the dynamics is dominated by the balance
of inertia and the surface tension force, where Tc =
√
ρlR3/σ is the the capillary
time. In this inertia-capillary regime, the corresponding spreading law is r ∼
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t1/2 [96], where r is the radius of the wetting area. After Tc, the viscous force
gains relative strength and the drop approaches its equilibrium shape. In this
viscosity-capillary regime, the corresponding spreading law is Tanner’s law r ∼
t1/10 [88]. Both spreading laws have been validated in experiments [6, 96] and





Figure 3.3: Initial condition for simulating spontaneous spreading of a drop.
In this test, a drop is initially placed 0.98R away from the wall, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.3. The initial distance has negligible impact on the spreading dynamics [50].
L = 7R is the length of the wall, which is chosen to be large enough to ensure that
the simulation results are independent of the domain size. The physical parame-
ters for the simulation are provided in Table 4.5. Note that gravity is ignored in
this test. The corresponding Ohnesorge number is Oh = µl/
√
ρlσR = 0.21. This
numerical set-up will be also used in the analysis and simulations in following sec-
tions. The radius of the wetting area r, the total surface tension force in x direction
Fσ = 1/2
∮






monitored as a function of time t, where lz is the depth in z direction. Note that
Fσ contains the SGS surface tension force, and Fσ is normalized by Fσ0 = σR. Fτ
is normalized by Fτ0 = µlvslz, where vs =
√
σ/(ρlR) is the capillary wave speed of
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of the wetting radius, total surface tension force, total
viscous force, and force ratios. [a] wetting radius, [b] total surface
tension force Fσ, [c] total viscous force, Fτ . Results shown are
for resolutions R/∆ = 9(−), 18(−−), 36(· · ·), and 72(−·).
the drop. Time t is normalized by the capillary time scale Tc.
The radius of the wetting area, total surface tension force, and total viscous
force on the wall are shown in linear-linear scale in Figure 3.4. Four resolutions are
considered, namely R/∆ = 9, 18, 36, and 72. As expected, the impact of resolution
on the radius of the wetting area is negligible in the inertia-capillary regime, i.e.,
when t/Tc < 1. Differences become significant in the viscosity-capillary regime
(t/Tc > 1). As shown in Figure 3.4.b, Fσ is nearly mesh-independent by the end of
spreading, as the shapes of the drop are nearly identical. Fσ is somewhat oscillatory
due to numerical spurious current [1], so a running average was applied. Strong
mesh dependence is observed in the total viscous force, as shown in Figure 3.4.c.
Two conclusions can be drawn from these results: first, with the SGS surface
tension force model, the total surface tension force is mesh-independent, resulting
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in mesh-independent simulations in the inertia-capillary spreading regime, which
agrees with various previous simulations, such as low viscous drop spreading on a
plane [94], and the drop impact on a plane [86] or a fiber [95]. Second, the total
viscous force on the wall is mesh-dependent, indicating the requirement for an SGS
viscous force model.
3.4 SGS viscous force model
3.4.1 Formulation
In this section, we will first provide a simple flow model to estimate the viscous force
on the wall. The resulting model is then compared to the Navier-slip boundary
condition, the Cox-Voinov model, and the contact-line friction model. Derivation
and implementation of the SGS viscous force model is presented at the end of this
section.
As illustrated in Figure 3.5, we consider a wedge flow, in which the liquid-gas in-
terface movies to the left at velocity u0. Here the liquid-gas interface is assumed to
be planar for simplicity. This hypothesis will be discussed in Section 3.4.2. We as-
sume the dynamic viscosity of gas is much lower than the liquid viscosity, therefore
the shear force caused by the gas phase is neglected. We solve the Navier-Stokes
equations that govern the liquid inside the thin control volume in red as shown in
Figure 3.5 in Cartesian coordinates. The flow is assumed to have reached steady
state, and the inertial term and the pressure gradient term are negligible. The
velocity boundary conditions are u|y=0 = 0 and u|y=h = u0, where h is the height
of the liquid-gas interface. No viscous stress appears on the free interface [26], thus
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Figure 3.5: Schematics illustrating a computational cell with a contact line.
The liquid gas interface is moving to the right. The liquid-gas
interface is draw in linear form for the convenience of explanation.
we also have ∂u/∂y|y=h = 0. In this case, the Navier-Stokes equations integrate



























where lz is the depth in z direction; lm is the macroscopic length, which is at the
scale of the size of the control volume, and ls is a small cutoff length to make
the integral finite. When assuming the no-slip condition ls = 0 at the contact
point, the viscous force diverges. This is often referred to as the Huh and Scriven’s
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paradox [41], which indicates that a slip length, i.e., ls > 0, should be introduced
into this estimation. Eq 3.10 is the proposed model to estimate the viscous force at
the contact line, which is the same as the estimation of the viscous force in studies
of drop spreading [55] and free surface flows [80]. Note that Louge and Sahoo [55]







than the interface velocity u0 in their calculation.
3.4.2 Is the linear approximation valid?
















Figure 3.6: Evaluation of linear approximation of the liquid-gas profiles at
different capillary numbers. Results shown are for Eq 3.11 with
Ca = 10−5(· · ·), 10−4(−·), 10−3(−), and 10−2(−+).
Before implementing the viscous force model, the validity and effect of the
planar approximation on Fτ need to be confirmed. The planar approximation
can be improper if the liquid-gas interface is highly curved. For comparison, we
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Figure 3.7: Estimated total viscous force for different capillary numbers. Re-
sults shown are for Eq 3.11 with Ca = 10−5(· · ·), 10−4(−·),
10−3(−), and 10−2(−+) using Eq 3.11 and Eq 3.10(−−).
integrate the Cox-Voinov model,
h




up to 0.1R, whereR is the drop radius in Section 3.3. The slip length is estimated as
ls = 1.0 nm [37]. The liquid-gas interfaces for various capillary numbers are shown
in Figure 3.6. The range of the capillary number is calculated from the simulations
reported in Section 3.3. The estimated total viscous forces for various capillary
numbers using Eq 3.11 are compared with Eq 3.10 in Figure 3.7 as a function of
the distance to the cut-off length. Note that we deliberately plot the distance to
the cut-off length in a dimensional form, so that we can easily estimate the viscous
force using physical parameters in this plot. As expected, the proposed model
matches better with the Cox-Voinov model at lower capillary numbers, because
the liquid-gas interfaces are expected to be less bent at lower capillary numbers.
The total viscous forces estimated by the proposed model are always greater than
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those estimated by the Cox-Voinov model, but the differences are not significant
as shown in Figure 3.7.
3.4.3 Analysis of the Navier-slip boundary condition
To alleviate the singular viscous stress at the contact lines [41], researchers often
introduce a slip length at the boundary [50, 83]. This boundary condition is
the so-called Navier-slip boundary condition. Numerical simulations [50, 83] have
shown to be less mesh-dependent with a larger slip-length. In this section, we use
our simple flow model to analyze the behavior of the the Navier-slip boundary
condition. We estimate the total viscous force by integrating the viscous stress at

















where ∆ is the grid-size, hs is the numerical slip length.
In Figure 3.8, the estimated viscous forces are plotted as a function of the









, where we set ls as the physical slip length ls = 1.0 nm [37],
and Fτ0 is the expected viscous force. See in the case with hs = 1.0× 10−4 m (),
the total viscous forces have less dependence on ∆ comparing to other cases with a
smaller slip-length. This less mesh-dependent viscous force can lead to less mesh-
dependent simulations, which has been observed in the simulation results given by
Legendre and Maglio [50]. However, the total viscous force is greatly underesti-
mated at large slip-lengths, as shown in their ratios with the expected viscous force.
In short, the Navier-slip boundary condition could lead to less mesh-dependent sim-
ulations with an unrealistically large slip-length, but these simulations are physi-
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Figure 3.8: Estimated viscous force on the wall using the Navier-slip bound-
ary. Results shown are for different slip length, hs = 0 m (©), 2×
10−7 m (+), 1.25× 10−5 m (4), 1.0× 10−4 m ().
cally inaccurate because the total viscous force is under-estimated.
3.4.4 Analysis of the Cox-Voinov model
In this subsection, we present a comparison between the viscous force model and
the Cox-Voinov model. The Cox-Voinov model is a dynamic contact-angle model,
which indicates that the implementation of this model in a simulation is closely
related to the numerical method to impose the contact angle. Therefore we first
briefly introduce a numerical method that is commonly used to impose the contact
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angle, then provide the comparison.
Many numerical methods [3, 82, 58, 24] have been proposed to impose the con-
tact angle at the wall. Here we still use the uncompensated Young’s force method
to be consistent with our previous analysis, but also because the method is concep-
tually similar to the continuum surface force (CSF) approach that has been widely
used in the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method [58, 24]. Both the uncompensated
Young’s force and the CSF methods implicitly impose the angle exactly at the
wall.
To impose the dynamic contact angle, we rewrite the uncompensated Young’s
force as













where δΓ is the resolved the Dirac distribution, tW = (nW × nI)× nW is the wall
tangential vecto. Eq 3.14 is derived by Taylor-expanding the Cox-Voinov model
twice by assuming small capillary numbers. Substituting Eq 3.14 into Eq 3.13, we
find











in which the first term is the surface tension force, and the second term is a
viscous force. Note that these forces are written as the force per unit volume.









, where u = 2
3
u0 is the the
height averaged velocity. For comparison, we rewrite the viscous force in Eq 3.10











In the context of the CSF method in VOF, d = ∆, and by assuming a small
contact angle, i.e., tan(θ) ≈ sin(θ) ≈ θ, then the magnitude of the viscous force in
the Cox-Voinov model is exactly same as the viscous force given by Eq 3.10.
Two other points should be noted:
• We analytically proved for the first time that the Cox-Voinov model contains
a mesh-dependent viscous force as shown in Eq 3.15. This viscous force is
much greater than the resolved viscous force in the previous simulations [3,
50].
• However, as shown in Eq 3.15, the viscous force should be effective in the
wall tangential direction. A mismatch in the effective direction of the SGS
viscous force can lead to a smaller effective viscous force on the wall, which
possibly explains that the viscous force is under-estimated in the study of
sliding drops down an inclined plane [58].
3.4.5 Analysis of the contact-line friction model
The contact-line friction model [74, 35, 13, 16, 67] attributes the contact line
friction at the macro-scale (Region 4 in Figure 3.1) to the molecular interac-
tions [100, 7] and ignores the viscous force from the continuum phase. One clear
discrepancy is that the Molecular Kinetic theory can not explain the friction co-
efficient’s contact-angle dependency that has been reported in Carlson et al. [13]
(see in Figure 3.9). Here we provide an alternative interpretation of the contact
angle friction factor βf by attributing the friction to the enhanced viscous force
cause by the contact angle-induced large-scale separation. According to Carlson
et al. [13], the viscous dissipation at the contact line can be estimated as the
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Figure 3.9: Measured contact line friction βf as a function of the liquid dy-
namic viscosity µl. Results shown are for different static contact
angles, θs = 20
◦ (©), θs = 60◦ (), θs = 109◦ (4). Experimental























The friction factor βf is proportional to the liquid dynamic viscosity, which agrees
with experimental measurements [13], as shown in Figure 3.9. Equation 3.17 con-
firms that the friction coefficient is higher for smaller contact angles. The friction
factor also depends on lm, indicating that the scale at which the measurement is
performed. This property requires accurate experimental measurement. We in-
clude a scale-dependent strategy to integrate the molecular kinematic theory in
the Appendix.
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Figure 3.10: Normalized filtered viscous stress, resolved viscous stress, and
SGS viscous stress as a function of their distance to the contact
point. Results shown are for the filtered viscous tress τ (−−),
the resolved viscous stress τres (·−), the SGS viscous stress τSGS
(· · ·), and the implemented SGS viscous stress model (−) .
3.4.6 Numerical implementation
In Section 3.4.1, we derived an analytical expression of the viscous stress (or viscous
force) around the contact line, but its implementation in context of the weak form
of the Navier-Stokes equations has not been covered yet. In this subsection, we
compare the expected viscous stress and the resolved viscous stress to identify the
SGS viscous stress, and then illustrate its numerical implementation.
For simplicity, all the stresses are written in 2D form. The expected viscous










, y = x tan (θs), and ∆ is the
size of the control volume. Note that for x 6 0.5∆, the expected viscous stress is





τdx, because the gas viscosity is much lower than
the liquid viscosity, then the viscous stress from the gas phase is ignored. The
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G(i  1, j, k)
<latexit sha1_base64="NWrJnrzvQlojrPJj2w7TqMCUZV0=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahQi27Iuix6EG PFewHtkvJptk2NskuSVYoS/+FFw+KePXfePPfmLZ70OqDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdLye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3mjpKFKENEvFItQOsKWeSNgwznLZjRbEIOG0Fo6up33qkSrNI3plxTH2BB5KFjGBjpfvrMjvxKg+V0XGvWHKr7gzoL/EyUoIM9V7xs9u PSCKoNIRjrTueGxs/xcowwumk0E00jTEZ4QHtWCqxoNpPZxdP0JFV+iiMlC1p0Ez9OZFiofVYBLZTYDPUi95U/M/rJCa88FMm48RQSeaLwoQjE6Hp+6jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqSCDcFbfPkvaZ5WPbfq3Z6VapdZHHk4gEMogwfnUIMbqEMDCEh 4ghd4dbTz7Lw57/PWnJPN7MMvOB/fZHKPag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NWrJnrzvQlojrPJj2w7TqMCUZV0=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahQi27Iuix6EG PFewHtkvJptk2NskuSVYoS/+FFw+KePXfePPfmLZ70OqDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdLye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3mjpKFKENEvFItQOsKWeSNgwznLZjRbEIOG0Fo6up33qkSrNI3plxTH2BB5KFjGBjpfvrMjvxKg+V0XGvWHKr7gzoL/EyUoIM9V7xs9u PSCKoNIRjrTueGxs/xcowwumk0E00jTEZ4QHtWCqxoNpPZxdP0JFV+iiMlC1p0Ez9OZFiofVYBLZTYDPUi95U/M/rJCa88FMm48RQSeaLwoQjE6Hp+6jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqSCDcFbfPkvaZ5WPbfq3Z6VapdZHHk4gEMogwfnUIMbqEMDCEh 4ghd4dbTz7Lw57/PWnJPN7MMvOB/fZHKPag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NWrJnrzvQlojrPJj2w7TqMCUZV0=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahQi27Iuix6EG PFewHtkvJptk2NskuSVYoS/+FFw+KePXfePPfmLZ70OqDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdLye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3mjpKFKENEvFItQOsKWeSNgwznLZjRbEIOG0Fo6up33qkSrNI3plxTH2BB5KFjGBjpfvrMjvxKg+V0XGvWHKr7gzoL/EyUoIM9V7xs9u PSCKoNIRjrTueGxs/xcowwumk0E00jTEZ4QHtWCqxoNpPZxdP0JFV+iiMlC1p0Ez9OZFiofVYBLZTYDPUi95U/M/rJCa88FMm48RQSeaLwoQjE6Hp+6jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqSCDcFbfPkvaZ5WPbfq3Z6VapdZHHk4gEMogwfnUIMbqEMDCEh 4ghd4dbTz7Lw57/PWnJPN7MMvOB/fZHKPag==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NWrJnrzvQlojrPJj2w7TqMCUZV0=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahQi27Iuix6EG PFewHtkvJptk2NskuSVYoS/+FFw+KePXfePPfmLZ70OqDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdLye3tLyyupZfL2xsbm3vFHf3mjpKFKENEvFItQOsKWeSNgwznLZjRbEIOG0Fo6up33qkSrNI3plxTH2BB5KFjGBjpfvrMjvxKg+V0XGvWHKr7gzoL/EyUoIM9V7xs9u PSCKoNIRjrTueGxs/xcowwumk0E00jTEZ4QHtWCqxoNpPZxdP0JFV+iiMlC1p0Ez9OZFiofVYBLZTYDPUi95U/M/rJCa88FMm48RQSeaLwoQjE6Hp+6jPFCWGjy3BRDF7KyJDrDAxNqSCDcFbfPkvaZ5WPbfq3Z6VapdZHHk4gEMogwfnUIMbqEMDCEh 4ghd4dbTz7Lw57/PWnJPN7MMvOB/fZHKPag==</latexit>
G(i, j, k)
<latexit sha1_base64="NFJg9lmN6uaqVUV2jDGCXT3G81s=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahQim7Iuix6E GPFewHtEvJptk2NsmuSVYoS/+EFw+KePXvePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNHWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRtdTv/VElWaRvDfjmPoCDyQLGcHGSu2bMqs8VEanvWLJrbozoGXiZaQEGeq94le3H5 FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rFUYkG1n87unaATq/RRGClb0qCZ+nsixULrsQhsp8BmqBe9qfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMF4UJRyZC0+dRnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmxEBRuCt/jyMmmeVT236t2dl2pXWRx5OIJjKIMHF1CDW6hDAwhwe IZXeHMenRfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/sD5/AGIUo74</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NFJg9lmN6uaqVUV2jDGCXT3G81s=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahQim7Iuix6E GPFewHtEvJptk2NsmuSVYoS/+EFw+KePXvePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNHWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRtdTv/VElWaRvDfjmPoCDyQLGcHGSu2bMqs8VEanvWLJrbozoGXiZaQEGeq94le3H5 FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rFUYkG1n87unaATq/RRGClb0qCZ+nsixULrsQhsp8BmqBe9qfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMF4UJRyZC0+dRnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmxEBRuCt/jyMmmeVT236t2dl2pXWRx5OIJjKIMHF1CDW6hDAwhwe IZXeHMenRfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/sD5/AGIUo74</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NFJg9lmN6uaqVUV2jDGCXT3G81s=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahQim7Iuix6E GPFewHtEvJptk2NsmuSVYoS/+EFw+KePXvePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNHWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRtdTv/VElWaRvDfjmPoCDyQLGcHGSu2bMqs8VEanvWLJrbozoGXiZaQEGeq94le3H5 FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rFUYkG1n87unaATq/RRGClb0qCZ+nsixULrsQhsp8BmqBe9qfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMF4UJRyZC0+dRnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmxEBRuCt/jyMmmeVT236t2dl2pXWRx5OIJjKIMHF1CDW6hDAwhwe IZXeHMenRfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/sD5/AGIUo74</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NFJg9lmN6uaqVUV2jDGCXT3G81s=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahQim7Iuix6E GPFewHtEvJptk2NsmuSVYoS/+EFw+KePXvePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF8ScaeO6305uZXVtfSO/Wdja3tndK+4fNHWUKEIbJOKRagdYU84kbRhmOG3HimIRcNoKRtdTv/VElWaRvDfjmPoCDyQLGcHGSu2bMqs8VEanvWLJrbozoGXiZaQEGeq94le3H5 FEUGkIx1p3PDc2foqVYYTTSaGbaBpjMsID2rFUYkG1n87unaATq/RRGClb0qCZ+nsixULrsQhsp8BmqBe9qfif10lMeOmnTMaJoZLMF4UJRyZC0+dRnylKDB9bgoli9lZEhlhhYmxEBRuCt/jyMmmeVT236t2dl2pXWRx5OIJjKIMHF1CDW6hDAwhwe IZXeHMenRfn3fmYt+acbOYQ/sD5/AGIUo74</latexit>
G > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="O+Gs+pjcRjaFexhHP9B7t8fWlTA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUPeixov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0Cy VvB6Gbqt564NiJWjzhOuB/RgRKhYBSt9HB75fbKFbfqzkCWiZeTCuSo98pf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP2MahRM8kmpmxqeUDaiA96xVNGIGz+bnTohJ1bpkzDWthSSmfp7IqORMeMosJ0RxaF Z9Kbif14nxfDSz4RKUuSKzReFqSQYk+nfpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2RD8BZfXibNs6rnVr3780rtOo+jCEdwDKfgwQXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+NUo1N< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O+Gs+pjcRjaFexhHP9B7t8fWlTA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUPeixov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0Cy VvB6Gbqt564NiJWjzhOuB/RgRKhYBSt9HB75fbKFbfqzkCWiZeTCuSo98pf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP2MahRM8kmpmxqeUDaiA96xVNGIGz+bnTohJ1bpkzDWthSSmfp7IqORMeMosJ0RxaF Z9Kbif14nxfDSz4RKUuSKzReFqSQYk+nfpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2RD8BZfXibNs6rnVr3780rtOo+jCEdwDKfgwQXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+NUo1N< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O+Gs+pjcRjaFexhHP9B7t8fWlTA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUPeixov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0Cy VvB6Gbqt564NiJWjzhOuB/RgRKhYBSt9HB75fbKFbfqzkCWiZeTCuSo98pf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP2MahRM8kmpmxqeUDaiA96xVNGIGz+bnTohJ1bpkzDWthSSmfp7IqORMeMosJ0RxaF Z9Kbif14nxfDSz4RKUuSKzReFqSQYk+nfpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2RD8BZfXibNs6rnVr3780rtOo+jCEdwDKfgwQXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+NUo1N< /latexit><latexit sha1_base64="O+Gs+pjcRjaFexhHP9B7t8fWlTA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3 Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0JMUPeixov2ANpTNdtMu3WzC7kQooT/BiwdFvPqLvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxIpDLrut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTROnmvEGi2Ws2wE1XArFGyhQ8naiOY0Cy VvB6Gbqt564NiJWjzhOuB/RgRKhYBSt9HB75fbKFbfqzkCWiZeTCuSo98pf3X7M0ogrZJIa0/HcBP2MahRM8kmpmxqeUDaiA96xVNGIGz+bnTohJ1bpkzDWthSSmfp7IqORMeMosJ0RxaF Z9Kbif14nxfDSz4RKUuSKzReFqSQYk+nfpC80ZyjHllCmhb2VsCHVlKFNp2RD8BZfXibNs6rnVr3780rtOo+jCEdwDKfgwQXU4A7q0AAGA3iGV3hzpPPivDsf89aCk88cwh84nz+NUo1N< /latexit>
G < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="DNXcq7egOZU0Gie1qpQE0baNf9Y=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiaKFlRPMByRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oGniVDPeYLGMdTughkuheAMFSt5ONKdRI HkrGN1M/dYT10bE6hHHCfcjOlAiFIyilR5ur9xeueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWRpxhUxSYzqem6CfUY2CST4pdVPDE8pGdMA7lioaceNns1Mn5MQqfRLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYcBbYzojg 0i95U/M/rpBhe+plQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzL9m/SF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK06ZRsCN7iy8ukeVb13Kp3f16pXedxFOEIjuEUPLiAGtxBHRrAYADP8ApvjnRenHfnY95acPKZQ/gD5/MHikiNS w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DNXcq7egOZU0Gie1qpQE0baNf9Y=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiaKFlRPMByRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oGniVDPeYLGMdTughkuheAMFSt5ONKdRI HkrGN1M/dYT10bE6hHHCfcjOlAiFIyilR5ur9xeueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWRpxhUxSYzqem6CfUY2CST4pdVPDE8pGdMA7lioaceNns1Mn5MQqfRLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYcBbYzojg 0i95U/M/rpBhe+plQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzL9m/SF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK06ZRsCN7iy8ukeVb13Kp3f16pXedxFOEIjuEUPLiAGtxBHRrAYADP8ApvjnRenHfnY95acPKZQ/gD5/MHikiNS w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DNXcq7egOZU0Gie1qpQE0baNf9Y=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiaKFlRPMByRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oGniVDPeYLGMdTughkuheAMFSt5ONKdRI HkrGN1M/dYT10bE6hHHCfcjOlAiFIyilR5ur9xeueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWRpxhUxSYzqem6CfUY2CST4pdVPDE8pGdMA7lioaceNns1Mn5MQqfRLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYcBbYzojg 0i95U/M/rpBhe+plQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzL9m/SF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK06ZRsCN7iy8ukeVb13Kp3f16pXedxFOEIjuEUPLiAGtxBHRrAYADP8ApvjnRenHfnY95acPKZQ/gD5/MHikiNS w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DNXcq7egOZU0Gie1qpQE0baNf9Y=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2 LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5E0MIiaKFlRPMByRH2NnvJkr29Y3dOCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEihUHX/XYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oGniVDPeYLGMdTughkuheAMFSt5ONKdRI HkrGN1M/dYT10bE6hHHCfcjOlAiFIyilR5ur9xeueJW3RnIMvFyUoEc9V75q9uPWRpxhUxSYzqem6CfUY2CST4pdVPDE8pGdMA7lioaceNns1Mn5MQqfRLG2pZCMlN/T2Q0MmYcBbYzojg 0i95U/M/rpBhe+plQSYpcsfmiMJUEYzL9m/SF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK06ZRsCN7iy8ukeVb13Kp3f16pXedxFOEIjuEUPLiAGtxBHRrAYADP8ApvjnRenHfnY95acPKZQ/gD5/MHikiNS w==</latexit>
u(i, j, k)
<latexit sha1_base64="JA6+62p4Vi9mP3P94AnmFWPWJ7c=">AAACGnicdVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9e gkWoUMruurT1VvTisYJ9QLuUbJq2sdnskmSFsvR3ePGvePGgiDfx4r8x2weo6EBgmJkv+TJ+xKhUlvVpZFZW19Y3spu5re2d3T1z/6Apw1hg0sAhC0XbR5IwyklDUcVIOxIEBT4jLX98mfqtOyIkDfmNmkTEC9 CQ0wHFSGmpZ9pJd3ZJRwx9L7FK59Wy45aLVsmyKrZjp8SpuGfuNC7Q4m1xfDrtmfllDC5jcBmDtlZS5MEC9Z753u2HOA4IV5ghKTu2FSkvQUJRzMg0140liRAeoyHpaMpRQKSXzLaawhOt9OEgFPpwBWfq94kE BVJOAl8nA6RG8reXin95nVgNql5CeRQrwvH8oUHMoAph2hPsU0GwYhNNEBZU7wrxCAmElW4zp0tY/hT+T5pOybZK9rWbr10s6siCI3AMCsAGFVADV6AOGgCDe/AInsGL8WA8Ga/G2zyaMRYzh+AHjI8vUmmcpQ ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JA6+62p4Vi9mP3P94AnmFWPWJ7c=">AAACGnicdVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9e gkWoUMruurT1VvTisYJ9QLuUbJq2sdnskmSFsvR3ePGvePGgiDfx4r8x2weo6EBgmJkv+TJ+xKhUlvVpZFZW19Y3spu5re2d3T1z/6Apw1hg0sAhC0XbR5IwyklDUcVIOxIEBT4jLX98mfqtOyIkDfmNmkTEC9 CQ0wHFSGmpZ9pJd3ZJRwx9L7FK59Wy45aLVsmyKrZjp8SpuGfuNC7Q4m1xfDrtmfllDC5jcBmDtlZS5MEC9Z753u2HOA4IV5ghKTu2FSkvQUJRzMg0140liRAeoyHpaMpRQKSXzLaawhOt9OEgFPpwBWfq94kE BVJOAl8nA6RG8reXin95nVgNql5CeRQrwvH8oUHMoAph2hPsU0GwYhNNEBZU7wrxCAmElW4zp0tY/hT+T5pOybZK9rWbr10s6siCI3AMCsAGFVADV6AOGgCDe/AInsGL8WA8Ga/G2zyaMRYzh+AHjI8vUmmcpQ ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JA6+62p4Vi9mP3P94AnmFWPWJ7c=">AAACGnicdVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9e gkWoUMruurT1VvTisYJ9QLuUbJq2sdnskmSFsvR3ePGvePGgiDfx4r8x2weo6EBgmJkv+TJ+xKhUlvVpZFZW19Y3spu5re2d3T1z/6Apw1hg0sAhC0XbR5IwyklDUcVIOxIEBT4jLX98mfqtOyIkDfmNmkTEC9 CQ0wHFSGmpZ9pJd3ZJRwx9L7FK59Wy45aLVsmyKrZjp8SpuGfuNC7Q4m1xfDrtmfllDC5jcBmDtlZS5MEC9Z753u2HOA4IV5ghKTu2FSkvQUJRzMg0140liRAeoyHpaMpRQKSXzLaawhOt9OEgFPpwBWfq94kE BVJOAl8nA6RG8reXin95nVgNql5CeRQrwvH8oUHMoAph2hPsU0GwYhNNEBZU7wrxCAmElW4zp0tY/hT+T5pOybZK9rWbr10s6siCI3AMCsAGFVADV6AOGgCDe/AInsGL8WA8Ga/G2zyaMRYzh+AHjI8vUmmcpQ ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JA6+62p4Vi9mP3P94AnmFWPWJ7c=">AAACGnicdVBLSwMxGMzWV62vVY9e gkWoUMruurT1VvTisYJ9QLuUbJq2sdnskmSFsvR3ePGvePGgiDfx4r8x2weo6EBgmJkv+TJ+xKhUlvVpZFZW19Y3spu5re2d3T1z/6Apw1hg0sAhC0XbR5IwyklDUcVIOxIEBT4jLX98mfqtOyIkDfmNmkTEC9 CQ0wHFSGmpZ9pJd3ZJRwx9L7FK59Wy45aLVsmyKrZjp8SpuGfuNC7Q4m1xfDrtmfllDC5jcBmDtlZS5MEC9Z753u2HOA4IV5ghKTu2FSkvQUJRzMg0140liRAeoyHpaMpRQKSXzLaawhOt9OEgFPpwBWfq94kE BVJOAl8nA6RG8reXin95nVgNql5CeRQrwvH8oUHMoAph2hPsU0GwYhNNEBZU7wrxCAmElW4zp0tY/hT+T5pOybZK9rWbr10s6siCI3AMCsAGFVADV6AOGgCDe/AInsGL8WA8Ga/G2zyaMRYzh+AHjI8vUmmcpQ ==</latexit>
Figure 3.11: A u velocity cell across the interface. G is the classical signed
distance level-set function, defined by G(x) = ‖x − xΓ‖ where
xΓ is the location on the interface Γ that provides the minimum
Euclidean distance from location x. G(x) > 0 is in the liquid
phase, and G(x) < 0 is in the gas phase.
resolved viscous stress is evaluated using the volume-averaged velocity u, and the









. τ(u) and τ are not
identical, because the distribution of u(y) is parabolic rather than linear. Then,
the SGS viscous stress is calculated, τSGS = τexp−τres. In Figure 3.10, the expected
viscous stress normalized by the resolved viscous stress is plotted as a function of
the distance between the center of the control volume and the contact point, along
with the resolved viscous stress and SGS viscous stress. In this calculation, the slip
length is chosen to be close to the physical slip length, i.e., hs = 1×10−9 m, and the
filter size is chosen to be one tenth of the capillary length, i.e., ∆ = 1×10−4 m. For
x > 0.5∆, the SGS viscous stress is close to zero, as the resolved viscous stress is
close to the filter viscous stress; for x < 0.5∆, the SGS viscous stress is nearly the
same as the expected viscous stress, as the resolved viscous stress is much smaller
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than the filter viscous stress. The volume filter seems to spatially segregate the
SGS viscous force into two segments, therefore we propose a modeling strategy in






model is plotted in red solid line in Figure 3.10.
In the numerical implementation, the mesh size is same as the size of the control
volume. Then, the SGS viscous stress is integrated, giving rise to the SGS viscous










The volume-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a staggered mesh:
the pressure, the density, and the level-set field are stored at the cell centers; and
the velocity fields are stored at the center of the cell faces, as shown in Figure 3.11.
As the SGS viscous force is proportional to the local velocity, it is reasonable to
treat this force and the velocity field in the same fashion. Therefore, the SGS
viscous force is added as a source term to the momentum equations in the velocity








in a u velocity cell u(i, j, k) if the cell is next to the wall and is
also at the interface, i.e., G(i− 1, j, k)×G(i, j, k) < 0, where G has been defined




















Figure 3.12: A priori test of the resolved viscous force. [a] Fτ res normalized
by Fτ1, [b] Fτ res normalized by Fτ1 ln(
R
∆
). Results shown are for
resolutions R/∆ = 9 (−), 18 (−−), 36 (· · ·), and 72 (−·).
3.5 Verification and validation
3.5.1 A priori test
Before performing simulations, we first conduct a priori analysis of the proposed
SGS viscous model. Simulations results are expected to be numerically mesh-
independent and physically accurate with the SGS viscous model. These two
properties will be assessed separately in Section 5 and the reason will be explained
in this sub-section.
According to Eq 3.18, the resolved viscous force can be estimated as









. The SGS viscous force can be estimated as






The estimation of the resolved viscous force can be validated using the measured
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Figure 3.13: Estimation of the normalized resolved, SGS and total viscous
forces. Results shown are for the normalized total viscous force
Fτ tol/Fτ1 (−). The region between the solid line (−) and the
dashed line (−−) represents the SGS viscous force Fτ SGS. The
region under the dashed line (−−) represents the corresponding
the resolved viscous force Fτ res for ∆ = ∆min.
viscous force from Section 3.3. As shown in Figure 3.13.b, the resolved viscous
forces collapse after being scaled by ln(R
∆
).
The sum of the SGS viscous force and the resolved viscous force is the total
viscous force






whose magnitude is influenced by the choice of hs but is independent of the mesh-
size.
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Figure 3.14: Normalized total viscous forces as a function of the mesh-size.
Results shown are for Fτ tol, c(hs = 1×10−5 m)(−−), Fτ tol, c(hs =
1 × 10−9 m)(· · ·), and the total viscous force with the mesh-
dependent SGS viscous force (−).
In the previous studies [3, 83] that used the Cox-Voinov type model, simulation
results were less mesh-dependent with smaller cut-off lengths. This observation can
be explained by the following analysis. A mesh-independent simulation requires
the total viscous force to be mesh-independent. However, this force is not necessary
to be physically accurate in the mesh-dependence test. Therefore, the larger cut-
off length (hs = ∆min = 1 × 10−5 m) can be used in the mesh-dependence test,
and actually it is more appropriate than the smaller cut-off length (hs = a =
1 × 10−9 m). To demonstrate its advantage, we use a mesh-independent SGS
viscous force




for comparison. In the case with hs = 1× 10−5 m, the constant SGS viscous force
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is chosen as
Fτ SGS, c = Fτ1 ln(
∆min
∆min
) = 0. (3.23)
In the case with hs = 1× 10−9 m, the constant SGS viscous force is chosen as
Fτ SGS, c = Fτ1 ln(
∆min
a
) = 9.21Fτ1. (3.24)
These two SGS viscous forces are chosen to be close to our mesh-dependent SGS
viscous forces, but are constant with respect to the mesh size. The corresponding
total viscous force can be found as
Fτ tol, c = Fτ1 ln(
∆min
hs




which is a function of the mesh size ∆. The total viscous forces, normalized by
their corresponding maximum Max(Fτ tol, c) = Fτ1 ln(
R
hs
), are plotted in Figure 3.14
along with our model. As shown, the total viscous force, evaluated with a constant
SGS viscous force model, depends on the mesh-size ∆, and the dependence is easier
to observe in the case with a larger cut-off length. To conclude, with a larger cut-
off length, the discrepancy of an SGS viscous model is easier to observe in the
mesh-dependency test, if the SGS viscous force does not exactly compensate the
resolved viscous force to form a mesh-independent total viscous force.
However, simulations may not be physically accurate if the chosen numerical
slip length is much larger than the physical slip length. For demonstration, we
compare the magnitude of Fτ tol, Fτ res, and Fτ SGS, and plot them as a function of
R/hs in Figure 3.13, where R = 1 mm is chosen as a constant. The lower limit of
hs is chosen as the physical slip-length [37], a ∼ 1 × 10−9 m, and the upper limit
of hs is chosen as the minimum mesh-size ∆min = R/72 ∼ 1 × 10−5 m, which is
obtained from Section 3.3. The drop radius R is 1 × 10−3 m. As shown in Fig-
ure 3.13, Fτ tol(hs = 1× 10−5 m) is about 30% of Fτ tol(hs = 1× 10−9 m), indicating
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the total viscous force is under-estimated with hs = 1 × 10−5 m. Therefore, a
viscosity-capillary two-phase flow simulation with an unrealistically large cut-off
length should be physically inaccurate.
As a result, we first assess the numerically mesh-independence with a large cut-off
length. Then a physical slip length is employed as the cut-off length to assess the
physically accuracy.
3.5.2 Verification: does the SGS viscous force model lead
to better mesh-independency?
[a]















Figure 3.15: Evolution of the wetting radius r as a function of time in linear-
linear scale. [a] without the SGS viscous model, [b] with the SGS
viscous model. Results shown are for resolutions R/∆ = 9(−),
18(−−), 36(· · ·), and 72(−·).
We first verify the proposed SGS viscous force model in the previous 2D drop
spreading problem. As demonstrated in Section 3.3, simulations of drop spreading
were mesh-dependent because the resolved viscous-force was mesh-dependent. In
this test, we aim to demonstrate that the simulations can be mesh-independent
after adding the SGS viscous force model. The numerical setup is the same as in
Section 3.3. To converge to the results obtained from the finest mesh, we test with
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Figure 3.16: Distribution of the shear rate at the wall for 2D drop spreading
at t/Tc = 2. [a] without the SGS viscous model, [b] with the
SGS viscous model. Results shown are for resolutions R/∆ =
9(−), 18(−−), 36(· · ·), and 72(−·).
[a]

















Figure 3.17: Evolution of the total viscous force on the wall for 2D drop
spreading. [a] without the SGS viscous model, [b] with the SGS
viscous model. Results shown are for resolutions R/∆ = 9(−),
18(−−), 36(· · ·), and 72(−·).
hs = ∆min. We evaluate simulation results using the SGS viscous force model by
comparing results obtained with and without the SGS viscous force model in Fig-
ure 3.15, Figure 3.16, and Figure 3.17. In Figure 3.15, which depicts the evolution
of the wetting radius, all the curves collapse to the spreading curve obtained from
∆ = ∆min, which indicates that the added viscous force slows down the spreading
for simulations on coarser meshes. Following previous studies [3, 50, 84], the wall
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r ⇠ t1/10
<latexit sha1_base64="gGUuIy4nbSEg2KSm1/2YaD16gyo=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE 81Y0Ieix68VjBfkC7Ldk024Ym2SWZVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFiRQWfP/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNG6eG8TqLZWxaIbVcCs3rIEDyVmI4VaHkzXB0O/Wbj9xYEesHGCc8UHSgRSQYBSd1TccKh aGbkXPiT3qlsl/xZ8DLhOSkjHLUeqWvTj9mqeIamKTWtomfQJBRA4JJPil2UssTykZ0wNuOaqq4DbLZ1RN86pQ+jmLjSgOeqb8nMqqsHavQdSoKQ7voTcX/vHYK0XWQCZ2kwDWbL4pSiSHG0whwXxjOQI4docwIdytmQ2 ooAxdU0YVAFl9eJo2LCvEr5P6yXL3J4yigY3SCzhBBV6iK7lAN1RFDBj2jV/TmPXkv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/QH3ucPaLyRyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGUuIy4nbSEg2KSm1/2YaD16gyo=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE 81Y0Ieix68VjBfkC7Ldk024Ym2SWZVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFiRQWfP/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNG6eG8TqLZWxaIbVcCs3rIEDyVmI4VaHkzXB0O/Wbj9xYEesHGCc8UHSgRSQYBSd1TccKh aGbkXPiT3qlsl/xZ8DLhOSkjHLUeqWvTj9mqeIamKTWtomfQJBRA4JJPil2UssTykZ0wNuOaqq4DbLZ1RN86pQ+jmLjSgOeqb8nMqqsHavQdSoKQ7voTcX/vHYK0XWQCZ2kwDWbL4pSiSHG0whwXxjOQI4docwIdytmQ2 ooAxdU0YVAFl9eJo2LCvEr5P6yXL3J4yigY3SCzhBBV6iK7lAN1RFDBj2jV/TmPXkv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/QH3ucPaLyRyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGUuIy4nbSEg2KSm1/2YaD16gyo=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE 81Y0Ieix68VjBfkC7Ldk024Ym2SWZVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFiRQWfP/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNG6eG8TqLZWxaIbVcCs3rIEDyVmI4VaHkzXB0O/Wbj9xYEesHGCc8UHSgRSQYBSd1TccKh aGbkXPiT3qlsl/xZ8DLhOSkjHLUeqWvTj9mqeIamKTWtomfQJBRA4JJPil2UssTykZ0wNuOaqq4DbLZ1RN86pQ+jmLjSgOeqb8nMqqsHavQdSoKQ7voTcX/vHYK0XWQCZ2kwDWbL4pSiSHG0whwXxjOQI4docwIdytmQ2 ooAxdU0YVAFl9eJo2LCvEr5P6yXL3J4yigY3SCzhBBV6iK7lAN1RFDBj2jV/TmPXkv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/QH3ucPaLyRyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGUuIy4nbSEg2KSm1/2YaD16gyo=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE 81Y0Ieix68VjBfkC7Ldk024Ym2SWZVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFiRQWfP/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNG6eG8TqLZWxaIbVcCs3rIEDyVmI4VaHkzXB0O/Wbj9xYEesHGCc8UHSgRSQYBSd1TccKh aGbkXPiT3qlsl/xZ8DLhOSkjHLUeqWvTj9mqeIamKTWtomfQJBRA4JJPil2UssTykZ0wNuOaqq4DbLZ1RN86pQ+jmLjSgOeqb8nMqqsHavQdSoKQ7voTcX/vHYK0XWQCZ2kwDWbL4pSiSHG0whwXxjOQI4docwIdytmQ2 ooAxdU0YVAFl9eJo2LCvEr5P6yXL3J4yigY3SCzhBBV6iK7lAN1RFDBj2jV/TmPXkv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/QH3ucPaLyRyA==</latexit>
100
<latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxE J2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawT qIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0ZlTBihS2pW0aK7+n shIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GAa0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fuf SxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxE J2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawT qIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0ZlTBihS2pW0aK7+n shIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GAa0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fuf SxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxE J2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawT qIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0ZlTBihS2pW0aK7+n shIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GAa0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fuf SxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxE J2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawT qIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0ZlTBihS2pW0aK7+n shIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GAa0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fuf SxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit>
1 1
<latexit sha1_base64="Oqnyz+T+SjYd1YF4HWgvbQq0wy0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbf egrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm5nffmLacCXv7SRhQUyGkkecEuukFvYfMjztlyt+1Z8DrRKckwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNPFfmKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNr92is6cMkCR0q6kRXP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtmbif953dRGV0HGZZJaJuliUZQKZBWavY4GXDNqxcQR QjV3tyI6IppQ6wIquRDw8surpHVRxX4V311W6td5HEU4gVM4Bww1qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ANCkjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oqnyz+T+SjYd1YF4HWgvbQq0wy0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbf egrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm5nffmLacCXv7SRhQUyGkkecEuukFvYfMjztlyt+1Z8DrRKckwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNPFfmKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNr92is6cMkCR0q6kRXP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtmbif953dRGV0HGZZJaJuliUZQKZBWavY4GXDNqxcQR QjV3tyI6IppQ6wIquRDw8surpHVRxX4V311W6td5HEU4gVM4Bww1qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ANCkjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oqnyz+T+SjYd1YF4HWgvbQq0wy0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbf egrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm5nffmLacCXv7SRhQUyGkkecEuukFvYfMjztlyt+1Z8DrRKckwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNPFfmKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNr92is6cMkCR0q6kRXP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtmbif953dRGV0HGZZJaJuliUZQKZBWavY4GXDNqxcQR QjV3tyI6IppQ6wIquRDw8surpHVRxX4V311W6td5HEU4gVM4Bww1qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ANCkjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oqnyz+T+SjYd1YF4HWgvbQq0wy0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbf egrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm5nffmLacCXv7SRhQUyGkkecEuukFvYfMjztlyt+1Z8DrRKckwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNPFfmKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNr92is6cMkCR0q6kRXP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtmbif953dRGV0HGZZJaJuliUZQKZBWavY4GXDNqxcQR QjV3tyI6IppQ6wIquRDw8surpHVRxX4V311W6td5HEU4gVM4Bww1qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ANCkjp4=</latexit>
 1
<latexit sha1_base64="gUZBCDkdafnGG36RbAEPcEnWjJ8=">AAAB7nicb VDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZE0GPQi8cI5gFJDLOT2WTI7Owy0yuEJR/hxYMiXv0eb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJEpa9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2bJw aLuo8VrFpBcwKJbWoo0QlWokRLAqUaAaj26nffBLGylg/4DgR3YgNtAwlZ+ikJvUfs3M66ZXKfsWfgSwTmpMy5Kj1Sl+dfszTSGjkilnbpn6C3YwZlFyJSbGTW pEwPmID0XZUs0jYbjY7d0JOndInYWxcaSQz9fdExiJrx1HgOiOGQ7voTcX/vHaK4XU3kzpJUWg+XxSmimBMpr+TvjSCoxo7wriR7lbCh8wwji6hoguBLr68TBo XFepX6P1luXqTx1GAYziBM6BwBVW4gxrUgcMInuEV3rzEe/HevY9564qXzxzBH3ifPztpjtU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gUZBCDkdafnGG36RbAEPcEnWjJ8=">AAAB7nicb VDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZE0GPQi8cI5gFJDLOT2WTI7Owy0yuEJR/hxYMiXv0eb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJEpa9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2bJw aLuo8VrFpBcwKJbWoo0QlWokRLAqUaAaj26nffBLGylg/4DgR3YgNtAwlZ+ikJvUfs3M66ZXKfsWfgSwTmpMy5Kj1Sl+dfszTSGjkilnbpn6C3YwZlFyJSbGTW pEwPmID0XZUs0jYbjY7d0JOndInYWxcaSQz9fdExiJrx1HgOiOGQ7voTcX/vHaK4XU3kzpJUWg+XxSmimBMpr+TvjSCoxo7wriR7lbCh8wwji6hoguBLr68TBo XFepX6P1luXqTx1GAYziBM6BwBVW4gxrUgcMInuEV3rzEe/HevY9564qXzxzBH3ifPztpjtU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gUZBCDkdafnGG36RbAEPcEnWjJ8=">AAAB7nicb VDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZE0GPQi8cI5gFJDLOT2WTI7Owy0yuEJR/hxYMiXv0eb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJEpa9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2bJw aLuo8VrFpBcwKJbWoo0QlWokRLAqUaAaj26nffBLGylg/4DgR3YgNtAwlZ+ikJvUfs3M66ZXKfsWfgSwTmpMy5Kj1Sl+dfszTSGjkilnbpn6C3YwZlFyJSbGTW pEwPmID0XZUs0jYbjY7d0JOndInYWxcaSQz9fdExiJrx1HgOiOGQ7voTcX/vHaK4XU3kzpJUWg+XxSmimBMpr+TvjSCoxo7wriR7lbCh8wwji6hoguBLr68TBo XFepX6P1luXqTx1GAYziBM6BwBVW4gxrUgcMInuEV3rzEe/HevY9564qXzxzBH3ifPztpjtU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gUZBCDkdafnGG36RbAEPcEnWjJ8=">AAAB7nicb VDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBC8GHZE0GPQi8cI5gFJDLOT2WTI7Owy0yuEJR/hxYMiXv0eb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJEpa9P1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2bJw aLuo8VrFpBcwKJbWoo0QlWokRLAqUaAaj26nffBLGylg/4DgR3YgNtAwlZ+ikJvUfs3M66ZXKfsWfgSwTmpMy5Kj1Sl+dfszTSGjkilnbpn6C3YwZlFyJSbGTW pEwPmID0XZUs0jYbjY7d0JOndInYWxcaSQz9fdExiJrx1HgOiOGQ7voTcX/vHaK4XU3kzpJUWg+XxSmimBMpr+TvjSCoxo7wriR7lbCh8wwji6hoguBLr68TBo XFepX6P1luXqTx1GAYziBM6BwBVW4gxrUgcMInuEV3rzEe/HevY9564qXzxzBH3ifPztpjtU=</latexit>
0
<latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSw MxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwT XLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0Zl TBihS2pW0aK7+nshIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GAa0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtN KAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSw MxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwT XLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0Zl TBihS2pW0aK7+nshIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GAa0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtN KAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSw MxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwT XLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0Zl TBihS2pW0aK7+nshIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GAa0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtN KAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSw MxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwT XLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0Zl TBihS2pW0aK7+nshIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GAa0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtN KAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit>
t/Tc
<latexit sha1_base64="xEWzR4ZUBydQ3TQR/K2hZJeoECg=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01E0GPRi8cKTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nNLa+sbm Vnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyTTjPsskYnuhtRwKRT3UaDk3VRzGoeSd8LJ3dzvPHJtRKJaOE15ENOREpFgFK3k40VrwAbVmlt3FyB/iVeQGhRoDqqf/ WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfHDsjZ1YZkijRthSShfpzIqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLRdFmS SYkPnnZCg0ZyinllCmhb2VsDHVlKHNp2JD8FZf/kval3XPrXsPV7XGbRFHGU7gFM7Bg2towD00wQcGAp7gBV4d5Tw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzd j6o5l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xEWzR4ZUBydQ3TQR/K2hZJeoECg=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01E0GPRi8cKTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nNLa+sbm Vnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyTTjPsskYnuhtRwKRT3UaDk3VRzGoeSd8LJ3dzvPHJtRKJaOE15ENOREpFgFK3k40VrwAbVmlt3FyB/iVeQGhRoDqqf/ WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfHDsjZ1YZkijRthSShfpzIqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLRdFmS SYkPnnZCg0ZyinllCmhb2VsDHVlKHNp2JD8FZf/kval3XPrXsPV7XGbRFHGU7gFM7Bg2towD00wQcGAp7gBV4d5Tw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzd j6o5l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xEWzR4ZUBydQ3TQR/K2hZJeoECg=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01E0GPRi8cKTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nNLa+sbm Vnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyTTjPsskYnuhtRwKRT3UaDk3VRzGoeSd8LJ3dzvPHJtRKJaOE15ENOREpFgFK3k40VrwAbVmlt3FyB/iVeQGhRoDqqf/ WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfHDsjZ1YZkijRthSShfpzIqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLRdFmS SYkPnnZCg0ZyinllCmhb2VsDHVlKHNp2JD8FZf/kval3XPrXsPV7XGbRFHGU7gFM7Bg2towD00wQcGAp7gBV4d5Tw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzd j6o5l</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xEWzR4ZUBydQ3TQR/K2hZJeoECg=">AAA B7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU01E0GPRi8cKTVtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nNLa+sbm Vnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyTTjPsskYnuhtRwKRT3UaDk3VRzGoeSd8LJ3dzvPHJtRKJaOE15ENOREpFgFK3k40VrwAbVmlt3FyB/iVeQGhRoDqqf/ WHCspgrZJIa0/PcFIOcahRM8lmlnxmeUjahI96zVNGYmyBfHDsjZ1YZkijRthSShfpzIqexMdM4tJ0xxbFZ9ebif14vw+gmyIVKM+SKLRdFmS SYkPnnZCg0ZyinllCmhb2VsDHVlKHNp2JD8FZf/kval3XPrXsPV7XGbRFHGU7gFM7Bg2towD00wQcGAp7gBV4d5Tw7b877srXkFDPH8AvOxzd j6o5l</latexit> [b]













<latexit sha1_base64="Zhclh4AfWHvFrvrsW4OMfMo2zKM=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjH xhLvERI9ELx4xkUcCK5kdBpgws7vO9JKQDd/hxYPGePVjvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUMFGiGa+zSEa6FVDDpQh5HQVK3oo1pyqQvBmMbmd+c8y1EVH4gJOY+4oOQtEXjKKVfN0x QhF8TL2LyrRbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDrVv86vQiligeIpPUmLbnxuinVKNgkk8LncTwmLIRHfC2pSFV3Pjp/OgpObNKj/QjbStEMld/T6RUGTNRge1UFIdm2ZuJ/3ntBPvXfirCOEEessWifiIJRmSWAOkJzRnKiSWUaWFvJ WxINWVocyrYELzll1dJo1L23LJ3f1mq3mRx5OEETuEcPLiCKtxBDerA4Ame4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/+DGRjw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zhclh4AfWHvFrvrsW4OMfMo2zKM=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjH xhLvERI9ELx4xkUcCK5kdBpgws7vO9JKQDd/hxYPGePVjvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUMFGiGa+zSEa6FVDDpQh5HQVK3oo1pyqQvBmMbmd+c8y1EVH4gJOY+4oOQtEXjKKVfN0x QhF8TL2LyrRbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDrVv86vQiligeIpPUmLbnxuinVKNgkk8LncTwmLIRHfC2pSFV3Pjp/OgpObNKj/QjbStEMld/T6RUGTNRge1UFIdm2ZuJ/3ntBPvXfirCOEEessWifiIJRmSWAOkJzRnKiSWUaWFvJ WxINWVocyrYELzll1dJo1L23LJ3f1mq3mRx5OEETuEcPLiCKtxBDerA4Ame4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/+DGRjw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zhclh4AfWHvFrvrsW4OMfMo2zKM=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjH xhLvERI9ELx4xkUcCK5kdBpgws7vO9JKQDd/hxYPGePVjvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUMFGiGa+zSEa6FVDDpQh5HQVK3oo1pyqQvBmMbmd+c8y1EVH4gJOY+4oOQtEXjKKVfN0x QhF8TL2LyrRbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDrVv86vQiligeIpPUmLbnxuinVKNgkk8LncTwmLIRHfC2pSFV3Pjp/OgpObNKj/QjbStEMld/T6RUGTNRge1UFIdm2ZuJ/3ntBPvXfirCOEEessWifiIJRmSWAOkJzRnKiSWUaWFvJ WxINWVocyrYELzll1dJo1L23LJ3f1mq3mRx5OEETuEcPLiCKtxBDerA4Ame4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/+DGRjw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Zhclh4AfWHvFrvrsW4OMfMo2zKM=">AAAB9HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjH xhLvERI9ELx4xkUcCK5kdBpgws7vO9JKQDd/hxYPGePVjvPk3DrAHBSvppFLVne6uIJbCoOt+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHjUMFGiGa+zSEa6FVDDpQh5HQVK3oo1pyqQvBmMbmd+c8y1EVH4gJOY+4oOQtEXjKKVfN0x QhF8TL2LyrRbLLlldw6ySryMlCBDrVv86vQiligeIpPUmLbnxuinVKNgkk8LncTwmLIRHfC2pSFV3Pjp/OgpObNKj/QjbStEMld/T6RUGTNRge1UFIdm2ZuJ/3ntBPvXfirCOEEessWifiIJRmSWAOkJzRnKiSWUaWFvJ WxINWVocyrYELzll1dJo1L23LJ3f1mq3mRx5OEETuEcPLiCKtxBDerA4Ame4RXenLHz4rw7H4vWnJPNHMMfOJ8/+DGRjw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="gGUuIy4nbSEg2KSm1/2YaD16gyo=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE 81Y0Ieix68VjBfkC7Ldk024Ym2SWZVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFiRQWfP/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNG6eG8TqLZWxaIbVcCs3rIEDyVmI4VaHkzXB0O/Wbj9xYEesHGCc8UHSgRSQYBSd1Tcc KhaGbkXPiT3qlsl/xZ8DLhOSkjHLUeqWvTj9mqeIamKTWtomfQJBRA4JJPil2UssTykZ0wNuOaqq4DbLZ1RN86pQ+jmLjSgOeqb8nMqqsHavQdSoKQ7voTcX/vHYK0XWQCZ2kwDWbL4pSiSHG0whwXxjOQI4docwIdyt mQ2ooAxdU0YVAFl9eJo2LCvEr5P6yXL3J4yigY3SCzhBBV6iK7lAN1RFDBj2jV/TmPXkv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/QH3ucPaLyRyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGUuIy4nbSEg2KSm1/2YaD16gyo=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE 81Y0Ieix68VjBfkC7Ldk024Ym2SWZVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFiRQWfP/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNG6eG8TqLZWxaIbVcCs3rIEDyVmI4VaHkzXB0O/Wbj9xYEesHGCc8UHSgRSQYBSd1Tcc KhaGbkXPiT3qlsl/xZ8DLhOSkjHLUeqWvTj9mqeIamKTWtomfQJBRA4JJPil2UssTykZ0wNuOaqq4DbLZ1RN86pQ+jmLjSgOeqb8nMqqsHavQdSoKQ7voTcX/vHYK0XWQCZ2kwDWbL4pSiSHG0whwXxjOQI4docwIdyt mQ2ooAxdU0YVAFl9eJo2LCvEr5P6yXL3J4yigY3SCzhBBV6iK7lAN1RFDBj2jV/TmPXkv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/QH3ucPaLyRyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGUuIy4nbSEg2KSm1/2YaD16gyo=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE 81Y0Ieix68VjBfkC7Ldk024Ym2SWZVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFiRQWfP/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNG6eG8TqLZWxaIbVcCs3rIEDyVmI4VaHkzXB0O/Wbj9xYEesHGCc8UHSgRSQYBSd1Tcc KhaGbkXPiT3qlsl/xZ8DLhOSkjHLUeqWvTj9mqeIamKTWtomfQJBRA4JJPil2UssTykZ0wNuOaqq4DbLZ1RN86pQ+jmLjSgOeqb8nMqqsHavQdSoKQ7voTcX/vHYK0XWQCZ2kwDWbL4pSiSHG0whwXxjOQI4docwIdyt mQ2ooAxdU0YVAFl9eJo2LCvEr5P6yXL3J4yigY3SCzhBBV6iK7lAN1RFDBj2jV/TmPXkv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/QH3ucPaLyRyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gGUuIy4nbSEg2KSm1/2YaD16gyo=">AAAB9XicbVBNSwMxEM36WetX1aOXYBE 81Y0Ieix68VjBfkC7Ldk024Ym2SWZVcrS/+HFgyJe/S/e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuaFiRQWfP/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4cNG6eG8TqLZWxaIbVcCs3rIEDyVmI4VaHkzXB0O/Wbj9xYEesHGCc8UHSgRSQYBSd1Tcc KhaGbkXPiT3qlsl/xZ8DLhOSkjHLUeqWvTj9mqeIamKTWtomfQJBRA4JJPil2UssTykZ0wNuOaqq4DbLZ1RN86pQ+jmLjSgOeqb8nMqqsHavQdSoKQ7voTcX/vHYK0XWQCZ2kwDWbL4pSiSHG0whwXxjOQI4docwIdyt mQ2ooAxdU0YVAFl9eJo2LCvEr5P6yXL3J4yigY3SCzhBBV6iK7lAN1RFDBj2jV/TmPXkv3rv3MW9d8fKZI/QH3ucPaLyRyA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8 xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0ZlTBihS2pW0aK7+nshIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GA a0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8 xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0ZlTBihS2pW0aK7+nshIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GA a0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8 xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0ZlTBihS2pW0aK7+nshIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GA a0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cvfRjKjbnic0oVqKWBHoKUsC+7s=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU8mKUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8 xbfegrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ3FuNvr7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aRqWasiZVQulOSAwTXLKm5VawTqIZiUPB2uH4Zua3n5g2XMl7O0lYEJOh5BGnxDqp5eOHDE/75Qqu4jnQKvFzUoEcjX75qzdQNI2ZtFQQY7o+TmyQEW05FWxa6qWGJYSOyZB1HZUkZibI5tdO0ZlTBihS2pW0aK7+nshIbMwkDl1nTOzILHsz8T+vm9roKsi4TFLLJF0silKBrEKz19GA a0atmDhCqObuVkRHRBNqXUAlF4K//PIqaV1UfVz17y4r9es8jiKcwCmcgw81qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+AM8fjp0=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Oqnyz+T+SjYd1YF4HWgvbQq0wy0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbf egrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm5nffmLacCXv7SRhQUyGkkecEuukFvYfMjztlyt+1Z8DrRKckwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNPFfmKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNr92is6cMkCR0q6kRXP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtmbif953dRGV0HGZZJaJuliUZQKZBWavY4GXDNqxcQR QjV3tyI6IppQ6wIquRDw8surpHVRxX4V311W6td5HEU4gVM4Bww1qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ANCkjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oqnyz+T+SjYd1YF4HWgvbQq0wy0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbf egrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm5nffmLacCXv7SRhQUyGkkecEuukFvYfMjztlyt+1Z8DrRKckwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNPFfmKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNr92is6cMkCR0q6kRXP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtmbif953dRGV0HGZZJaJuliUZQKZBWavY4GXDNqxcQR QjV3tyI6IppQ6wIquRDw8surpHVRxX4V311W6td5HEU4gVM4Bww1qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ANCkjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oqnyz+T+SjYd1YF4HWgvbQq0wy0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbf egrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm5nffmLacCXv7SRhQUyGkkecEuukFvYfMjztlyt+1Z8DrRKckwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNPFfmKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNr92is6cMkCR0q6kRXP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtmbif953dRGV0HGZZJaJuliUZQKZBWavY4GXDNqxcQR QjV3tyI6IppQ6wIquRDw8surpHVRxX4V311W6td5HEU4gVM4Bww1qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ANCkjp4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Oqnyz+T+SjYd1YF4HWgvbQq0wy0=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mIUI9FLx4r2A9o15JNs21sNlmSrFCW/gcvHhTx6v/x5r8xbf egrQ8GHu/NMDMvTAQ31ve/vcLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaU7ITFMcMmallvBOolmJA4Fa4fjm5nffmLacCXv7SRhQUyGkkecEuukFvYfMjztlyt+1Z8DrRKckwrkaPTLX72BomnMpKWCGNPFfmKDjGjLqWDTUi81LCF0TIas66gkMTNBNr92is6cMkCR0q6kRXP190RGYmMmceg6Y2JHZtmbif953dRGV0HGZZJaJuliUZQKZBWavY4GXDNqxcQR QjV3tyI6IppQ6wIquRDw8surpHVRxX4V311W6td5HEU4gVM4Bww1qMMtNKAJFB7hGV7hzVPei/fufSxaC14+cwx/4H3+ANCkjp4=</latexit>0 1
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Figure 3.18: Evolution of the wetting radius r as a function of time in linear-
linear scale. [a] without the SGS viscous model, [b] with the SGS
viscous model. Results shown are for resolutions R/∆ = 9(−),
18(−−), 36(· · ·), and 72(−·).
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Figure 3.19: Evolution of the total viscous force on the wall for 3D drop
spreading case. [a] without the SGS viscous model, [b] with the
SGS viscous model. Results shown are for resolutions R/∆ =
9(−), 18(−−), 36(· · ·), and 72(−·).
shear-rate around the contact line is shown in Figure 3.16. As expected, the peaks
are better collocated with the SGS viscous force model. The peak of the shear
rate is lower on a coarser mesh, because of it is averaged over the control volume,
but the total viscous force on the wall is not significantly impacted, as shown in
Figure 3.17. In summary, better mesh-independence has been achieved with the
SGS viscous force model in the 2D drop spreading problem. Simulation results
for the 3D version of this case are also presented in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19.
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Apart from better mesh-independence, we note that the simulation captures the
inertial spreading law, i.e., r ∼ t1/2, without the SGS viscous force model. The
viscous spreading law, i.e., r ∼ t1/10, is also captured after adding the SGS viscous
force modeling.
3.5.3 Validation: drop spreading on a flat plane
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Figure 3.20: Comparison with the experiments. Results shown are for simu-
lations without the SGS viscous model (−−), with SGS viscous
model (−), and experiments by Lavi and Marmur [48](). The
drop shapes at different time are draw for direct comparison.
In the previous section, we verified that simulations can be mesh-independent
using a large cut-off length. However, those simulation results are expected to be
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Figure 3.21: Evolution of the drop shape at the beginning of spontaneous
spreading. The upper simulations are without the SGS viscous
model, the lower images are with the SGS viscous model .
physically inaccurate, because the total viscous force is under-estimated. To test
physical accuracy, we set the cut-off length as the physical slip length a = 1 nm,
which is suggested by Gennes et al. [37]. The simulation results are compared with
the experimental results of Lavi and Marmur [48]. This test is performed in 3D,
and the physical parameters are kept same as in Section 3.3. One resolution is
tested, that is, R/∆ = 36. For comparison, we measure the wetting radius over
time from simulations with and without the SGS viscous force and compare with
the experimental data in Figure 3.20. Following the experiment, we report the non-
dimensional wetting radius r∗ = (r−R)/(rf−R), where rf is the equilibrium radius
of the drop, with respect to the non-dimensional time t/tv, where tv = ρlR
2/µl.
The spreading duration is under-predicted without the SGS viscous force model,
and the simulation with the SGS viscous force model shows good agreement with
the experimental measurement of Lavi and Marmur [48]. In Figure 3.21, we show
the evolution of the drop shape at the beginning of spontaneous spreading. In
the simulation without the SGS viscous force model, the dynamic contact angle
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quickly adapts to the imposed contact angle. This adaptation is postponed in
the simulation that uses the SGS viscous force model. The drop spreads faster in
the simulation without the SGS viscous force model, because the viscous force is
underestimated.
3.5.4 Validation: drop sliding down an inclined plane
In order to test the model in a non-axi-symmetrical problem, we perform simula-
tions of drop sliding down an inclined plane and compare results with the experi-
mental data of Le Grand et al. [49].
The simulations are performed in a numerical domain of 3 mm× 6 mm× 3 mm
on an uniform 32 × 64 × 32 mesh. We use x as the plane normal direction, y
as the direction of sliding along the plane and z as the lateral direction. To save
computational cost, Case 47V10 from Le Grand et al. [49] is chosen for comparison,
because simulations can run with a larger time-step due to the lower liquid viscosity
of this case. The physical parameters are collected in Table 3.1. The corresponding
drop radius to cell-size ratio is 12.0.
Drop radius a 1.127 mm
Gas density ρg 1 kg/m
3
Liquid density ρl 936 kg/m
3
Gas viscosity µg 10
−5 kg/(s ·m)
Liquid viscosity µl 0.01 kg/(s ·m)
Surface tension σ 0.0201 N/m
Advancing contact angle θa 50
◦
Receding contact angle θr 45
◦
Gravity g 9.8 m/s2
Table 3.1: Parameters for simulations of a drop sliding down an inclinded
plane.
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Figure 3.22: Non-dimensional steady velocity of the drops as a function of
plane inclination. Results shown are for simulations without
contact angle hysteresis (©), with contact angle hysteresis (),
and experimental results of Le Grand et al. [49](4).
The drop is initialized as a spherical cap of radius R0 = a(4/(2 − cos(θs) +
cos3(θs)))
1
3 on the plane. We change the plane inclination α as a control parameter
to change gravity parallel to the plane. As reported in the experiment, the drop first
slides down and then reaches a steady velocity u, due to balance of the gravitational
force, the surface tension force, and the viscous drag from the plane. The steady
velocity are non-dimensionalized as the capillary number, Ca = µlu/σ. Eoα =
Eo sin(α) = V 2/3(ρg/σ) sinα is an effective Eo¨tvo¨s number based on the component
of gravity parallel to the plane, where V = 4pia3/3 is the volume of the drop.
Two series of simulations are performed: one uses a single contact angle θs =
48◦; the other includes contact angle hysteresis, namely the advancing contact
angle is larger than the receding contact angle. Because we focus on the dynamics
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Top view 
Side view 
Figure 3.23: Evolution of the drop shape as a function of plane inclination:
height (N), width() , and length (•) from simulation; height
(), width (©), and length(4) from experiment.
of the drop, the drop is assumed to move on the plane. Therefore, the contact
angle hysteresis is implemented as
θ =
θa if uc · nΓ > 0,θr if uc · nΓ < 0, (3.26)
where uc is the velocity at the scalar cell center. To study onset motion of a drop
on an inclined plane, we suggest the prediction-correction strategy proposed by
Maglio and Legendre [58].
As shown in Figure 3.22, the non-dimensional steady velocity of the drops are
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compared against the experimental results of Le Grand et al. [49]. The predicted
steady velocities are systematically lower in the simulations that include contact
angle hysteresis, and are closer to the experimental results. But the simulations
including contact angle hysteresis still over-predict the steady velocity. The agree-
ment can be improved by increasing the SGS viscous force, but we opt to avoid
testing this idea before figuring out the physical explanation.
The length, width and height of the drop have been measured for many incli-
nations, and are compared with the experimental data in Figure 3.23, along with
top view and side view of the steady drop. The height of the drop is well predicted
by our simulations, but both the width and the length are under-predicted. We
note that the uncertainty from the experimental measurement can not be ignored
in this comparison. The under-estimation of the width and the length of the drop
are possibly due to the uncertainty in the reported contact angle of the experi-
ment. Because both of the width and the length of simulated drop are larger if
the contact angle in the experiment is actually smaller than the reported value.
The under-reported contact angle can also lead to a under-estimated SGS viscous
force, which will cause the steady velocity to be over-predicted. One clear discrep-
ancy of the simulation is that the receding contact angle can be smaller than the
critical receding angle 20◦ in the experiment. The cusp and pearling flow pattern
in the experiment are related to the critical receding contact angle, which is not
the exact same in the simulation. The difference in the critical receding angle can
also contribute to difference in the shape of steady drops, then influencing their
steady velocities.
We conclude that the current numerical approach is able to reproduce the
motion and shape of drop sliding down a plane. However, these results are sensitive
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to the SGS viscous force, contact angle hysteresis, and the critical receding contact
angle. Future careful validation with the experiment and other simulations [58, 82]
that use the Cox-Voinov models are required to elucidate the detailed physics.
3.6 Conclusion

















Figure 3.24: Comparison of various viscous force models. Results shown are
for the simple flow model Eq 3.10(−), the simple flow model
with a correction factor for large contact angles [80](· · ·), the
Cox-Voinov theory Eq 3.15(· · ·), and the Stokes flow solution of
Zhang and Mohseni(−−).
In this chapter, we provided a simple flow model to estimate the viscous force
at the contact line. The strength of the viscous force is affected by the liquid
dynamic viscosity, the contact angle, and the length scale where the measurement
is performed. The viscous force model was analytically proved to be equivalent to
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the viscous part of the Cox-Voinov theory when the contact angle is small. A scale-
dependent modeling strategy, see in Section 3.7.2, was proposed to combine the
hydrodynamic theory and MKT, which requires more justification in the future.
To simulate two-phase flows with moving contact lines, we first derived a
volume-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for two-phase flow with contact lines,
and identified two unclosed terms: an SGS surface tension force and an SGS vis-
cous force. The SGS surface tension force can be closed by the uncompensated
Young’s force model. We demonstrated that the total viscous force on the wall is
mesh-dependent without an SGS viscous force model. The SGS viscous force was
then closed by a physics-based viscous force model, resulting mesh-independence
in the context of spontaneous drop spreading. In problems like drop spreading on
a plane and drop sliding down an inclined plane, the simulation results achieved
good agreement with their experimental counterpart after applying the SGS vis-
cous force model.
The viscous force model can be improved by multiplying the correction factor
from Snoeijer [80], or by integrating the viscous force from a Stokes solution to the






, where f(θ) is a function related to the contact angle θ. We show
them in Figure 3.24 with the Cox-Voinov theory Eq 3.15, and our simple flow
model given by Eq 3.10. At small contact angles, these models generally agree
with each other; at large contact angles, these models start to diverge, indicating
that future studies need to be performed to investigate the viscous force at large
contact angles, especially in the hydrophobic regime.
Further studies on drop sliding down an inclined plane, including validation
with the experiment and comparison with other simulations [58, 82], are useful for
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us to elucidate the detailed physics. As both the SGS surface tension force and the
SGS viscous force model are ready for problems with curved surfaces and moving
surfaces, they can be easily applied in large-scale simulations of two-phase flows in
complex geometries.
3.7 Appendix
3.7.1 Appendix A: Mass-spring-damper system modeling
of drop spreading
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Figure 3.25: Evolution of the wetting radius. [a] Linear-linear plot, [b] Log-
log plot. Results shown are for resolutions β = 3 (©), 10 (+),
and 20 (−).
Spontaneous drop spreading can be modeled using a mass-spring-damper sys-
tem [59, 55]. Here we provide a simplified version with focus on illustrating that
the spreading dynamics is independent of the viscous force in the inertia-capillary
regime. The differential equation that describes the evolution of the wetting radius







+ k(r − r0) = 0, (3.27)
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Figure 3.26: Evolution of the normalized forces during drop spreading. [a]




/(kr0) (−), normalized viscous force β ∂r∂t/(kr0)
(−−), and normalized surface tension force k(r−r0)/(kr0) (−·).
where m is the mass, which is proportional to the inertia of the droplet; β is the
friction coefficient, which is related to the viscous force during the spreading; k is
the spring constant, which is related to the surface tension coefficient; r0 is the
equilibrium position.
During the test, we set m = 5, k = 1, r0 = 10. To mimic mesh-dependent
viscous forces, three friction coefficient are chosen: β = 3, 10, and 20. The evo-
lution of the wetting radius is shown in a linear-linear plot in Figure 3.25.a and
in a log-log plot in Figure 3.25.b. As shown in the log-log plot, the evolution of
the wetting radius is clear to be independent of the viscous force at the begin-
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the normalized viscous force β ∂r
∂t
/(kr0), and the normalized surface tension force
k(r− r0)/(kr0) are shown in Figure 3.26 for each test cases. The inertia force and
the surface tension force dominate at the beginning of the spreading. This regime
is commonly named as the inertia-capillary regime. Therefore, the evolution of the
wetting radius is independent of the viscous force in the inertia-capillary regime,
and the evolution of the wetting radius is highly influenced by the viscous force in
the viscosity-capillary regime, as shown in Figure 3.25.a.
3.7.2 Appendix B: Multi-scale modeling of moving contact
lines







Figure 3.27: Effective friction coefficient as a function of the distance to the











·) , and their sum βf (−−)
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Many previous studies [10, 74] have proposed multi-scale modeling strategies
to link the molecular scale and the continuum scale for contact line modeling.
However, the scale-dependent property of the moving contact line, as shown in
Eq 3.11, is ignored during the integration of the molecular force, resulting in over-
estimated molecular force at the continuum scale. Recent Molecular Dynamic
(MD) simulations [74, 56] have shown that the molecular force is concentrated
about ls around the contact line, and showed good agreement with the Blake
theory [7],








where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, kw is the
equilibrium frequency of the random molecular displacements at the contact line,
and λ is the average distance between adsorption sites on the substrate on which
the random molecular displacements occur. When the contact line speed is small,
the formula can be approximated by
cos(θd) = cos(θs)− kBT
σkwλ3
u0 (3.29)
Note that this formula has only been validated at the nano-scale [74, 56]. Ex-
trapolation this formula over-estimates the molecular force. Duvivier et al. [35]
extracted the effective friction factor at nano-scale, βs ∼ 100µf , from various MD
simulations. Although the factor 100 varies for different two-phase flows, the order
of the magnitude does not change, thus we use it here for estimation.
To add the friction force caused by the molecular interactions that has been
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where the first term comes from the molecular force and the second term comes
from the hydrodynamics force. As shown on Figure 3.27, the molecular force dom-
inates contact line motions at several nanometers. At large scales (lm > 100 nm),
the hydrodynamic force dominates contact line motions, and the friction contribu-
tion from the molecular force is negligible. Since we focus on simulating large-scale





Two-phase flows with moving contact lines are ubiquitous in many natural and
industrial applications. These applications include ink-jet printing, internal com-
bustion engines [99], micro-fluidics applications [23], and two-phase flows in porous
media [107], to name a few. In this chapter, we numerically study two-phase flows
in a common piece of industrial equipment, namely a coalescer.
Coalescers are filters made from fibrous materials that collect fine droplets
dispersed in a continuous phase. In industry, fiber-based coalescers are used to
separate two immiscible fluids. For example, coalescers are used to recover liquid
water from morning fog in desert areas, and they can be employed to mitigate
noxious aerosol emissions from chemical plants. However, if the concentration of
liquid within a coalescer becomes too large, the coalescer becomes saturated and
the gas stream can re-atomize the coalesced liquid into small droplets. To miti-
gate saturation and optimize the performance of a liquid-gas coalescer, a detailed
understanding of the multiphase flow inside coalescers is necessary. Unfortunately,
direct experimental observation is not easy to achieve inside a coalescer, because
fibers are not made of transparent materials, and they are irregularly arranged.
To better describe several drops passing by a single fiber, we divide the pro-
cess into three conceptual stages: capture, accumulation, and detachment. Here,
capture occurs when droplets hit a fiber and stay on form larger droplets, and
detachment occurs when captured droplets leave a fiber. In this chapter, we nu-
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merically study drop impact and detachment processes to provide some insight
into the fundamental physics which can be used in future design.












Figure 4.1: Numerical setup for a drop impact on a fiber.
Having detailed knowledge of the outcome of drop impact on a fiber provides
critical support for engineers seeking to design and optimize the performance of
fibrous material. Many experimental and theoretical studies in this area have
been performed. For example, Lorenceau et al. [54] investigated what happens
when a silicon oil drop comes to contact with a horizontal fiber and quantified the
threshold velocity of capture. Comtet et al. [19] and Dressaire et al. [33] studied
the dynamics of a single drop falling on a thin flexible fiber. Recently, Kim and
Kim [47] studied drop impact on a fiber with higher impact velocity and provided
regime diagrams for predicting impact outcomes. Such numerical studies of drop
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Figure 4.2: Drop impact on a fiber at low velocity, v0 = 0.3 m/s, and rf =
250µm. The time interval between two successive pictures is
∆t = 2 ms.The upper images are experimental results from Kim
and Kim [47]. The lower images are from the simulation.
fiber interaction are, however, very rare. Here we provide numerical studies of
drop impact on a fiber to provide qualitative and quantitative comparisons with
experimental counterparts [47].
4.2.1 Validation
We use the setup shown in Figure 4.1 for all the simulations reported in this section.
A cylindrical fiber with radius rf is aligned in the z-directions, and placed in the
middle of the domain in the x and y-direction. A drop with radius rd is placed
slightly above the fiber with a height h. This height h is set below its value in
the experiments [47] to save simulation time. A shift of center l is observed in the
experiment, which is identified as the source of the unsymmetrical behavior of the
drop. However, measurement of the shift is not provided, so we set l at 0 in all the
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Figure 4.3: Drop impact on a fiber at moderate velocity, v0 = 1.3 m/s, and
rf = 150µm. The time interval between two successive pictures
is ∆t = 0.5 ms.The upper images are experimental results from
Kim and Kim [47]. The lower images are from the simulation.
simulations. The gravitational acceleration points in the direction of the positive
x-axis. The initial velocity of the drop is v0. Our simulations are performed on a
uniform 400× 200× 200 mesh. The numerical domain is periodic in the y- and z-
directions. Note that the domain size in y- and z- directions is at least 12 times the
drop radius for all the simulations to ensure domain independence. We resolve the
fiber with at least 8 numerical cells. Some simulation parameters remain constant
and are summarized in Table 4.5. The grid size is ∆x = ∆y = ∆z = 40µm. The
corresponding drop-radius to cell-size ratio is rd/∆x = 33.75.
Following the experimental study [47], we first conduct three simulations of
drop impact on fiber with increasing drop velocities. The equilibrium contact
angle is set at θe = 86
◦.
In the first case, the initial velocity of the drop is v0 = 0.3 m/s, and the fiber
radius is r = 250µm. The corresponding Weber number is calculated as We =
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Figure 4.4: Drop impact on a fiber at high velocity, v0 = 2.4 m/s, and rf =
150µm. The time interval between two successive pictures is
∆t = 0.25 ms. The upper images are experimental results from
Kim and Kim [47]. The lower images are from the simulation.
Gas density ρg 1 kg/m
3
Liquid density ρl 1000 kg/m
3
Gas viscosity µg 1× 10−5 kg/(s ·m)
Liquid viscosity µl 1× 10−3 kg/(s ·m)
Surface tension coefficient σ 0.072 N/m
Gravitational acceleration g 9.8 m/s2
Drop radius rd 1.35 mm
Table 4.1: Parameters for simulations of a water drop impact on a fiber.
ρv2rd
σ
= 3.3. As shown in Figure 4.2, the drop is first separated and then remerges
on the surface of the fiber. In the end, the drop stays on the fiber.
In the second case, the drop is given a slightly higher initial velocity, v0 =
1.3 m/s. Following the experimental setup, the corresponding fiber radius is r =
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250µm, and the Weber number is 62.5. Shown in Figure 4.3, the drop impacts on
the fiber, first separating and then remerging below the fiber. It detaches from the
fiber and falls as a single drop.
In the third case, the initial velocity of the drop is v0 = 1.3 m/s, and the
fiber radius is r = 250µm. The corresponding Weber number is 213. As seen in
Figure 4.4, the drop is separated and never remerges. It detaches from the fiber
and forms two separate drops.
The snapshots are taken at the same time as the experimental images. Excellent








Figure 4.5: Outcomes of drop impact on a fiber with various Weber numbers,
We, and fiber to drop-radius ratios, r∗. Splitting is indicated by
, single-drop falling is indicated by H, capturing is indicated by
•. The figure is adapted with permission from Kim and Kim [47]
(2016, Fig. 4).
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Figure 4.6: Simulated outcomes of drop impact on a fiber with increasing
Weber number.
number. These simulations have the same drop-to-fiber diameter ratio and initial
velocities as in the experiment. Kim and Kim [47] classified the outcomes of drop
impact on a fiber into three categories: capturing (Figure 4.2), single-drop falling
(Figure 4.3), and splitting (Figure 4.4). Regime diagrams are also provided to
classify drop impact on a fiber with various Weber numbers and fiber-to-drop radius
ratios, r∗ = rf/rd. We validate the numerical simulations by directly comparing
them with the results on the regime diagrams. Simulations with small r∗ are
computationally expensive, because of the resolution requirement to resolve the
fiber. Therefore, for comparison we choose a moderate fiber-to-drop radius ratio,
r∗ = 0.18, which is circled in Figure 4.5. The equilibrium contact angle is kept at
86◦. Simulation results are shown in Figure 4.6 with increasing the initial velocity.
The fiber captures the first two drops. The third through the sixth drops fall as
a single drop. The last four drops are split by the fiber. Our simulations seem to
correctly predict the outcome of drop impact on a fiber.
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4.2.2 Fiber wettability effect
Fiber wettability also has a role in the outcome of drop impact on a fiber. To
demonstration these effects, we choose a case that has the same Weber number
and fiber-to-drop size ratio, but different wettabilities. The fiber radius is given
as rf = 100µm. Drop initial velocity is v0 = 1.0 m/s. We compare the outcomes
between a hydrophilic case, θe = 58
◦, and a hydrophobic case, θe = 114◦. In
Figure 4.7, the snapshots are taken at the same time intervals. The equilibrium
contact angle is 65◦ in the upper images, while the contact angle is 114◦ in the
lower images. Although both of the outcomes are single-drop falling, the drop
remerges on the fiber in the hydrophilic case, whereas the drop remerges after it





Figure 4.7: Drop impact on a fiber with varying wettabilities. θe = 58
◦ in the
upper images. θe = 114
◦ in the lower images. The time interval
between two successive pictures is ∆t = 0.5 ms.
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4.3 Drop detachment from a fiber: detachment mecha-
nisms
Another fundamental problem in understanding coalescers is determining how large
of a drop can attach to and remain on a fiber. Droplet detachment can be caused by
gravity or shear from the cross-flow overcoming the adhesion between the drop and
the fiber. In this section, droplet detachment from a cylindrical horizontal fiber is
considered, and the impact of gravitational acceleration, contact angle, and cross-
flow are studied in isolation. The three mechanisms are named as gravity-driven
detachment, surface tension-driven detachment, and cross-flow-driven detachment
for the sake of discussion. The proposed numerical approach is first validated for
gravity-driven and surface tension-driven cases, since experimental studies have
been reported for these two test cases, and then we perform an exploratory study
for cross-flow-driven detachment. Note that Sahu et al. [78] performed an exper-
imental study of drop-detachment in cross-flow, and described different types of
breakup of drops on a fiber. Our simulations focus on the study of the minimum
cross-flow velocity for a drop to detach from a fiber, which falls into the balloon-like
break-up regime in Sahu et al. [78].
4.3.1 Critical size of a drop on a hydrophilic horizontal
fiber under gravity
Lorenceau et al. [54] studied the critical size of a drop on a hydrophilic horizontal
fiber experimentally and analytically. In their experiments, drops were gently
added to a copper fiber until detachment. Although many liquid materials were
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used in the experiment, it was reported that all contact angles were small. They
concluded that the critical size of a drop on a fiber is related to its fluid property,
i.e., capillary length, and fiber radius, which can be expressed as
Rc =
 1.65κ




−2/3 Rf < κ−1
(4.1)
where Rf is the radius of the fiber, Rc is the critical radius of the drop at which






Gas density ρg 1 kg/m
3
Liquid density ρl 971 kg/m
3
Gas viscosity µg 1× 10−5 kg/(s ·m)
Liquid viscosity µl 1× 10−3 kg/(s ·m)
Surface tension σ 0.0214 N/m
Gravitational acceleration g 9.8 m/s2
Static contact angle θs 10
◦
Table 4.2: Parameters for simulations of gravity-driven detachment.
Figure 4.8: Drops of increasing size on a horizontal fiber. Fiber radius is
175 µm. Drop radii from left to right are 400, 500, 600, 800, 900,
1000, and 1100µm.
In the following section, we perform simulations using the same parameters as
reported in the experiment. The parameters are listed in Table 4.2. We place a
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stationary drop on a horizontal hydrophilic fiber, and let it deform until it reaches
a steady state. Numerical domains are not the same for unequal drop-to-fiber-size
ratios, but the number of cells per fiber diameter is kept constant at 8.
Figure 4.9: Set of pictures showing a drop falling off a fiber of radius Rf =
350µm. The upper images are from Lorenceau et al. [54]. The
lower images are from the simulation.
Figure 4.8 shows the end of the simulation for several drop radii on the same
fiber of radius Rf = 175µm. The drop radii, from left to right, are 400, 500, 600,
800, 900, 1000, and 1100µm. In the series of simulations, only the largest drop is
found to detach, which agrees with the prediction derived from Eq. 4.1. We now
turn our attention to the process by which a drop above the critical radius detaches
from the fiber: the process is shown in Figure 4.9. The upper images are from the
experiment, and the lower images are from the simulation. The snapshots are
taken at the same physical time as the experiment. Qualitatively, the simulation
results show good agreement with the experimental pictures.
To facilitate further discussion, it is appropriate to introduce the Eo¨tvo¨s
number[25], which is a dimensionless number measuring the importance of body
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Figure 4.10: Regime map for gravity-driven detachment. Drops that have
remained attached are shown as solid circles (•), and detached
drops are shown as triangles (N).










where Rd is the radius of the drop. The surface tension force is estimated as
4σpiRf in accordance with Lorenceau et al. [54]. An additional series of three
simulations, considering fiber radii of 80 µm, 350 µm, and 700 µm, are performed.
All the simulation results are presented in Figure 4.10 based on the Eo¨tvo¨s number
and normalized fiber radii. The dashed line represents the Eo¨tvo¨s number that
is equal to 1. Based on the simulation results, drops detach from the fiber if the
corresponding Eo¨tvo¨s number is larger than 1, and drops remain on the fiber if
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the corresponding Eo¨tvo¨s number is less than 1, providing a simple criterion for
gravity-driven detachment.
4.3.2 Critical size of a drop on a hydrophobic fiber
Figure 4.11: Self-propelled droplet removal from hydrophobic fiber. The up-
per images are from Zhang et al. [103]. The lower images are
from simulation.
Zhang et al. [103] reported a self-propelled removal mechanism for droplets on
hydrophobic fibers (90◦ 6 θ 6 150◦). Above a certain drop-to-fiber-radius ratio,
drops self-propel away from the fiber upon coalescence. The released surface energy
upon coalescence powers the self-removal process, which operates independently
of gravity or cross-flow. A 2D numerical simulation of the self-propelled departure
process was performed in their work. Here, we use our numerical approach to
simulate the self-propelled removal process on a round fiber in 3D.
The parameters in the simulation are shown in Table 4.3, and are taken from
Zhang et al. [103]. The simulation is performed on a 400×200×200 mesh, and
there are 5 cells across the diameter of the fiber.
Figure 4.11 shows the 3D evolution of the droplet as it undergoes self-removal.
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Drop radius Rd 249 µm
Fiber radius Rf 46 µm
Gas density ρg 1 kg/m
3
Liquid density ρl 1000 kg/m
3
Gas viscosity µg 1× 10−5 kg/(s ·m)
Liquid viscosity µl 1× 10−3 kg/(s ·m)
Surface tension σ 0.072 N/m
Static contact angle θs 120
◦
Table 4.3: Parameters for the simulation of self-propelled drop removal from
a hydrophobic fiber.
The upper images are from Zhang’s experiment, and the lower images are from our
simulation. The images are taken at the same physical time as the experiment.
The 3D simulation shows good qualitative agreement with the experiment, and
seems able to accurately capture the propagation of capillary waves and the drop
removal dynamics.
4.3.3 Critical size of a drop on a hydrophilic fiber subject
to cross-flow
As the proposed numerical approach has been validated in gravity-driven and
surface tension-driven detachment, it can now be applied to investigate the critical
size of a drop on a hydrophilic fiber with cross-flow. The experiment is hard
to perform with a uniform inflow condition, a relatively low evaporating rate, or
micro-gravity. However, it is easy to perform the numerical test with uniform
inflow, without evaporation or gravity.
The numerical test is performed under a constant Reynolds number, density
ratio, viscosity ratio, and contact angle. We vary the drop-to-fiber-size ratio,
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and the surface tension coefficient, to find the onset of detachment. The non-
dimensional parameters are listed in Table 4.4.
Density ratio ρl/ρg 65.5
Viscosity ratio µl/µg 29.4
Drop Reynolds number Red 200
Static contact angle θ 10◦
Table 4.4: Non-dimensional parameters for simulations of cross-flow detach-
ment










where vg is the gas cross-flow velocity, Rd is the initial radius of the drop, Rf is
the radius of the fiber. We use the drop Reynolds number here because it is useful
for determining the drag force on a drop in the following analysis.
As gravity is not considered in this section, the non-dimensional parameters of
interest are the Weber number, We, and the radius ratio, Rd/Rf . The drops are
smaller than their corresponding capillary lengths. The results are first gathered in
a regime map, shown in Figure 4.12. The simulation seeks to determine whether the
droplet will detach or stay. Detached drops are denoted in the figure by triangles,
and drops that have remained attached are denoted by solid circles. The cross-flow
detachment has been studied by Sahu et al. [78] . They found that the critical
Weber number for vibrational break-up is approximately 6 over a large range of
Ohnesorge numbers, and is close to the boundary between droplet attachment
and detachment in Figure 4.12. The criterion, however, is not able to explain the
detachment at We = 5, Rd/Rf = 10, and We = 5, Rd/Rf = 15. Comparing the
















Figure 4.12: Regime map based on We and Rd/Rf . Drops that have re-
mained attached are shown as solid circles (•), and detached
drops are shown as triangles (N).
a similar analysis can be conducted to predict a critical Weber number using a
balance between the drag force and the adhesion force caused by surface tension.
Here, a new Weber number is defined based on the ratio of the drag force and the












where Cd is the drag coefficient of a sphere, which is related to the drop Reynolds
number, and A is the projected area of the droplet. Note that the new Weber
number We∗ depends on the Weber number We and on the drop Reynolds number
Red. In Figure 4.12, the dashed line represents We
∗ = 1, which captures well the
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boundary between droplet detachment and attachment very well.
4.4 Drop detachment from a fiber: effects of fiber shape
and contact angle
Emerging 3D printing technologies make it possible to manufacture fibers with ar-
bitrary cross-sectional shapes. Electrowetting [44] has become a practical approach
to changing the surface wettability of fibers by adding an electrostatic field. As
such, the fiber shape and wettability can now be controlled, and have the potential
to become design parameters. In this section, we numerically examine the influ-
ence of fiber shape and wettability on the critical size of a drop on a horizontal
fiber.
4.4.1 Numerical setup
Our numerical setup is shown in Figure 4.13. The fiber is aligned in the z- direction,
and placed in the middle of the domain in the x- and y- directions. Initially, the
drop is at the center of the numerical domain. The gravitational acceleration is
in the direction of positive x-axis. Our simulations are performed on a uniform
200×100×100 mesh. The numerical domain is periodic in the y- and z- directions.
For our parametric study, we change the drop radius rd, the fiber shape and its
characteristic size λf , and the static contact angle θs. The details are given in
Section 4.4.2. Note that, to ensure domain independence, the domain size in the
y and z directions is at least 12 times the drop radius for all the simulations.








front view side view
y z
Figure 4.13: Numerical setup considered for the droplet detachment study.
remain constant and are listed in Table 4.5.
Domain size in x direction Lx 8 mm
Domain size in y direction Ly 4 mm
Domain size in z direction Lz 4 mm
Gas density ρg 1 kg/m
3
Liquid density ρl 971 kg/m
3
Gas viscosity µg 1× 10−5 kg/(s ·m)
Liquid viscosity µl 1× 10−3 kg/(s ·m)
Surface tension σ 0.0214 N/m
Gravitational acceleration g 9.8 m/s2
Table 4.5: Parameters for simulations of drop detachment from a fiber.
Three secondary parameters that will be used to explain the drop dynamics
are introduced.
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(1) The capillary length scale for the liquid is
κ−1 =
√
σ/(ρlg) = 1.5 mm. (4.5)




where rd is the radius of the drop. Since the drop size considered in this study is
on the order of 1 mm, we can estimate Tc ≈ 6.7 ms.










Figure 4.14: The left figure is a schematic of a large drop on a fiber. The
right figure shows an equivalent configuration that generates the
same amount of force on the drop, adapted from Lorenceau et
al. [54].
Lorenceau et al. [54] proposed a model for estimating the adhesion force caused
by surface tension acting on a drop on a horizontal cylindrical fiber. As shown in
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Figure 4.14, the resulting force from the horizontal fiber is assumed to be equal to
the force generated by the same two fibers through the drop center, written as
F = 2σLf(θs) cos(α), (4.8)
where σ is the surface tension coefficient, L is the wetting length, taken as the
circumference of the circle L = 2pirf , f(θs) is a function related to the static
contact angle, and α is the angle between the vertical line and a line that links
the drop center to the contact point. For a fully wetting drop (θs ≈ 0◦), f(θs)
is approximated as 1. Therefore, the maximum adhesion force is calculated as
Fmax = 4piσrf by taking α = 0
◦.
Recently, we introduced an Eo¨tvo¨s number using this estimation [94], which is










We reported that Eo = 1 is a valid criterion with which to estimate the maximum
size of a drop on a fiber under gravity, when the the fiber is characteristiclly much
smaller than the capillary length of the drop, i.e., rf  κ−1.
Note that Eq. (4.9) is limited to fully wet cylindrical fibers, which is unrealistic
in the coalescer industry. In this study, we generalize the modeling of the maximum
adhesion force exerted by the fiber on the drop to more general shapes and various
static contact angles. We focus on thin fibers, with characteristic size much smaller
than the capillary length scale of the flow.
We first examine the maximum size of a drop on a horizontal fiber with an
equilateral triangular shape. The numerical tests are performed with various fiber
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orientations. Three fiber sizes are considered for investigation, characterized by
the triangle side length λf = 0.16 mm, 0.35 mm, 0.7 mm. The static contact angle
is set at 10◦. The drop is initialized as stationary on the horizontal fiber, but then
it deforms until it reaches a steady state, as shown in Figure 4.15, where the drop
remains attached, or until it detaches, as shown in Figure 4.16. In Figures 4.15
and 4.16, it is clear that the characteristic spreading time, which is related to the
capillary time scale Tc, is smaller than the free-falling time Tf , as the drop first
spreads on the fiber, and then starts to fall due to gravity. This was expected
based on the Tc and Tf estimates derived in Section 4.4.1. The mass conservation
errors, ∆M , normalized by initial total mass, M0, are shown in Figure 4.17 as a
function of time for the simulations shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. The maximum
mass error is less than 0.06% for both cases, showing good mass conservation.
Figures 4.18 and 4.19 present results of a grid-independence study with respect to
the drop shape for three varies mesh sizes (rf/∆ = 1.0, 2.0, 4.0). The results with
rf/∆ = 2.0 and 4.0 are virtually overlapping, showing good convergence. The
main difference observed between various mesh resolutions is seen in Figure 4.19:
a satellite droplet appears upon droplet detachment at the finest mesh resolution
but is not captured at lower resolutions. Hence, while the details of the separation
and break-up process might still exhibit some mesh-dependence, we believe that
whether or not detachment occurs is already fully mesh-independent. Therefore,
we use rf/∆ = 2.0 in the simulations in the following section to save computational
costs.
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Figure 4.15: Set of pictures showing a drop remaining on an equilateral tri-
angular fiber with side length λf = 0.35 mm, point down. The
radius of the drop is rd = 0.9 mm. The interval between two
successive pictures is ∆t = 5 ms (from left to right and from top
to bottom).
Figure 4.16: Set of pictures showing a drop falling off an equilateral trian-
gular fiber with side length λf = 0.35 mm, point down. The
radius of the drop is rd = 1.1 mm. The interval between two
successive pictures is ∆t = 5 ms (from left to right and from top
to bottom).
4.4.3 Fiber shape effects
We present all the results from simulations in regime maps in Figures 4.20 to 4.22
. In the abscissa, we plot the ratio of the fiber equivalent radius rf to the capillary
length κ−1 in log scale, and the ordinate is the Eo¨tvo¨s number. The drops that
remain attached are shown as solid circles, while the detached drops are shown
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Figure 4.17: Mass errors versus time. The mass error calculated from Fig-
ure 4.15 is shown in dash line (−−), the mass error calculated
from Figure 4.16 is shown in solid line (−).
as triangles. The Eo¨tvo¨s number is approximated via Eq. (4.9), in which the
equivalent radius is calculated by considering a circle with the same area as the
triangle,







We note that Eo = 1 in Figures 4.20 to 4.22 does not clearly demarcate the
attached and detached drop regimes. Instead of using rf in Eq. (4.10) to calculate
Eo in Eq. (4.9), we employ the circumference of the equilateral triangle 3λf as the








Figure 4.18: Convergence of interface shape at t = 10, 20, 30, 40 ms in the
simulation of a drop that remains on the fiber (Figure 4.15). The
2D droplet shapes at the cut plane are shown here. Three levels
of resolution are plotted: rf/∆ = 1.0 is in cyan, rf/∆ = 2.0 is
in blue, and rf/∆ = 4.0 is in black.
Figure 4.19: Convergence of interface shape at t = 10, 20, 30, 40 ms in the
simulation of a detached drop (Figure 4.16). The 2D droplet
shapes at the cut plane are shown here. Three levels of resolu-
tion are plotted: rf/∆ = 1.0 is in cyan, rf/∆ = 2.0 is in blue,
and rf/∆ = 4.0 is in black.
The Eo∗ = 1 is represented as a dashed line in Figures 4.20 to 4.22.
Comparing Figures 4.20 to 4.22, the orientation effect of the fiber in the regime
diagram appears to be negligible. The fiber circumference seems to be a better















Figure 4.20: Droplet detachment from an equilateral triangular fiber, point
up. Drops remaining attached are shown with solid circles (•),














Figure 4.21: Droplet detachment from an equilateral triangular fiber, point
down. Drops remaining attached attached are shown as solid
circles (•), and detached drops are shown as triangles (N).
regimes with fewer mis-classificated cases.
We add another set of cases with a pill-shaped fiber, for which the results are
shown in Figure 4.23. Eq. (4.11) performs well to demarcate the two different
regimes for thinner fibers, but the model overestimates the critical drop size for















Figure 4.22: Droplet detachment from an equilateral triangular fiber, point
right. Drops that have remained attached are shown with solid
circles (•), and detached drops are shown with triangles (N).
fiber is close to the capillary length of the drop, and the thin fiber assumption is
no longer valid in this case.
4.4.4 Fiber wettability effects
Although many studies has been performed to investigate the difference in the
behavior of a single drop on hydrophobic and hydrophilic fibers [103, 39, 66] with
pre-determined static contact angles, very few studies have considered the effect
of varying static contact angles in the hydrophilic region. In this sub-section, we
focus on the influence of the static contact angle. Since we have already examined
the influence of fiber shape, we consider only thin cylindrical fibers here. The
radius of the fiber rf is 0.35 mm. The static contact angle varies from 10
◦ to 80◦
at increments of 10◦.












Figure 4.23: Droplet detachment from a fiber with pill shape. Drops re-
maining attached attached are shown as solid circles (•), and
detached drops are shown as triangles (N).
adhesion force is
F = σL(1 + cos(θs)). (4.12)





2piσrf (1 + cos(θs))
. (4.13)
For the purpose of making a comparison, we propose a crude model to estimate
the maximum adhesion force on a drop on a fiber,
F = 2Lσ cos(θs), (4.14)
where L is the wetting length. Since we consider a circular cylinder, the wetting
length is given by L = 2pirf and we will consider it independently of θs in this






















Figure 4.24: Droplet detachment from a horizontal cylindrical fiber with dif-
ferent wettability. Drops remaining attached are shown as solid
circles (•), and detached drops are shown as triangles (N).
The simulation results are collected in Figure 4.24. Drops that remain attached
are drawn as solid circles, and detached drops are drawn as triangles. Eq. (4.13)
is depicted as a solid line, and Eq. (4.15) is depicted as a dashed line. Eq. (4.15)
demarcates the two seperate regimes with fewer mis-classification cases, and is
within 20% of the critical Eo¨tvo¨s number obtained from simulations for all static
contact angles considered.
The critical Eo¨tvo¨s number is non-monotonic with respect to the static con-
tact angle. Two aspects should be considered in the future to provide a better
estimation of the critical Eo¨tvo¨s number. On the one hand, the wetting length
L decreases as the static contact angle increases. On the other hand, the contact
angle is actually the receding contact angle, which is narrower than the static con-
tact angle, and it exerts greater influence on the critical Eo¨tvo¨s number when the
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contact angle is close to 90◦.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, numerical studies on drop-fiber interactions, such as drop impact
on a fiber and drop detach from a fiber, have been performed.
In the drop-impact-on-a-fiber case, our simulation is able to reproduce all the
impact patterns, i.e., capturing, single-drop falling, and splitting. Furthermore,
the reproduced regime diagram agrees with the experiments [47]. We also demon-
strated that the impact patterns were different for different fiber wettabilities.
Many quantitative studies have been performed in the drop-detachment case.
In gravity-driven detachments, we derived an Eo¨tvo¨s number-based criterion. This
criterion has been further developed to account for the fiber shape and wettability
effects. We then performed an exploratory study in cross-flow-driven detachment.
A critical Weber number was found for detachment. These models will be employed





Jet plane interaction is universal in many industrial processes, such as spray cool-
ing, spray coating, and spray injection inside internal combustion engines. This
phenomenon has also been widely studied due to its beauty, variety, and applica-
bility.
Current applications of jet wall interactions involve empirical models that are
developed from experimental observations. The application of empirical models
implies extensive use of tunable parameters to achieve an accurate match with re-
ality. To avoid using tunable parameters, direct numerical simulations (DNS) seem
to be an alternative technique, assisted by increasingly rich computing resources
and improved numerical algorithms.
In this chapter, we aim to systematically assess the predictive capability of
our numerical framework in simulations of jet plane interaction. To achieve this
goal, we first validate the simulations against the experiments. Then, we perform
parametric studies on the influence of gravity and surface wettability on the jet-
bouncing phenomena.
5.2 Numerical setup
Our numerical setup is illustrated in Figure 5.1. A jet with diameter dj is injected
into a wall with an incident angle of φi. w is the width , h is the height, and l is
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Figure 5.1: Numerical setup considered for simulations of jet plane interac-
tion: profile view, top view, and section view of the landing flow
at the point of maximum width w.
the length of the landing area. φr is the rebound angle. Following the microgravity
experiments by performed Kardins et al.,[12] the physical parameters of the liquid
and gas phases are collected in Table 5.1.
Gas density ρg 1 kg/m
3
Liquid density ρl 971 kg/m
3
Gas viscosity µg 1× 10−5 kg/(s ·m)
Liquid viscosity µl 1× 10−3 kg/(s ·m)
Surface tension σ 0.072 N/m
Static contact angle θs 158
◦
Table 5.1: Parameters for simulations of jet plane interaction.
In our simulations, the pressure discontinuity caused by surface tension is solved
using the ghost fluid method [36]. The solid phase is assumed to be stationary.
A conservative immersed boundary method based on the cut-cell method [62] is
employed to represent the solid phase, as implemented by Desjardins et al.[30].
The contact line model in this study is based on a curvature boundary condition
method [94] proposed originally by Luo et al. [57]. The mathematical description
presented above is implemented in the framework of the NGA code [31]. The
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Navier-Stokes equations are solved on a staggered grid with second-order spatial
accuracy for both convective and viscous terms, and by the semi-implicit Crank-
Nicolson scheme with second-order accuracy for time advancement.
The simulation parameters are exactly the same as those incorporated into
the experiment. Figure 5.2 shows a grid-independence study with respect to the
landing area of the unstable jet shown in Figure 5.3. Three mesh sizes of dj/∆ =
4.8, 9.6, and 19.2, are simulated, where ∆ is the mesh size in the simulations. The
results with dj/∆ = 9.6 and dj/∆ = 19.2 are virtually overlapped, showing good
convergence. Therefore, we use dj/∆ = 9.6 in the simulations in the following to
save computational costs.
Figure 5.2: Convergence study for the shape of the landing area. The nu-
merical results are obtained on meshes of varying resolutions:
dj/∆ = 4.8 (black), 9.6 (blue), and 19.2 (red).
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of images from drop tower test and numeric sim-
ulation for 6 mm jet. Top: stable, φi = 15
◦, v = 0.51 m/s,
We⊥ = 1.45. Middle: unstable, φi = 18◦, v = 1.10 m/s,
We⊥ = 9.6. Bottom: splashing, φi = 34◦, v = 1.2 m/s,
We⊥ = 37.5.
5.3 Validations
A free jet can be characterized by the Reynolds number, Re = ρlvdj/µl. Regarding
jet impact on any substrate, the jet-bounce phenomenon depends on the impact
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Weber number We⊥ = ρl(v sin(φi))2dj/σ, the surface wettability θs, and the Eo¨tvo¨s
number Eo = (ρl − ρg)gd2j/σ, where g is the gravitational acceleration.








Figure 5.4: Regime map illustrating the observed dependence of flow struc-
tures emerging from the oblique impact of jets on a super-
hydrophobic substrate. Four distinct regimes are identified:
stable(), unstable(); splashing(©); rivulet jet collision(4).
Marker size is proportional to the diameter of the jet and dashed
bold markers represent simulation runs. The horizontal line at
Re = 3000 marks the transition to turbulent flow while the ver-
tical line at We⊥ = 17.5 marks the prediction of instability.
A selection of jet rebounds are shown in Figure 5.3. Simulations of the stable
and unstable jets are close to the experimental snapshots. The landing widths
match well with those in the experiment for all three cases. In the splashing
jet case, however, the spreading length is underestimated, and the satellite drops
are not fully captured in the splashing jet. These discrepancies require further
investigation. Following Celestini et al.[14], stable rebounds are those where the
rebounded jet profile is steady. Oscillations in the secondary jet originate from the










We⊥ = 1.9, 4.28
We⊥ = 1.9, 4.3, 7.6
We⊥= 1.9, 4.3, 7.6, 11.9
We⊥ = 1.9, 4.3, 7.6, 11.9, 30.4
Figure 5.5: Landing area of the jet with increasing Weber number.
from unsteady rebounds are marked by unsteady periodic undulations, oscillations,
and premature Rayleigh breakup. The landing flow structure provides additional
distinctions on the basis of which to further classify the rebound behavior. In
Figure 5.4, the landing structure types shown in Figure 5.3 are presented in regime
map form in terms of Reynolds number Re and perpendicular Weber number We⊥.
As observed on the map, stable rebounds occur in the region of the lowest-inertia
laminar jets where Re . 3000 with We⊥ . 20. The dashed bold markers represent
simulation runs, which show excellent agreement with the classification based on
experimental data.
The stable jet landing flow is a characterized by a relatively small maximum
width w and equally smooth and steady bounding rims. The value of w depends
far more on the perpendicular jet velocity than on the tangent jet velocity. For
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Figure 5.6: Normalized maximum landing width w/dj vs We⊥. Four distinct
regimes are identified: stable(), unstable(); splashing(©);
rivulet jet collision(4). Marker size is proportional to the di-
ameter of the jet and dashed bold markers represent simulation
runs. The dashed line represents the prediction based on conser-
vation of energy and the solid line is the same equation with a
prefactor of 0.5.
stable rebounds, the landing flow width is less then twice the initial jet diameter.
The ratio w/dj is plotted against We⊥ in Figure 5.6. Estimating the landing flow
can be straightforwardly by considering energy conservation between the energy
associated with the normal velocity of the free jet and the zero velocity landed jet.







Equation 5.1 is overlaid on Figure 5.6 to display qualitative agreement with
both experiments and numerics. Equation 5.1 is also plotted with a prefactor
of 0.5. This prefactor reduces the error between the predicted and experimental
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widths within the near-linear region at We⊥ < 40. A series of simulations with
increasing jet velocity are performed in this section. The incident angle is φi = 17
◦.
These jet velocities are 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, and 2 m/s. The corresponding impact
Weber numbers are listed in Figure 5.5, with their liquid-gas interfaces on the
wall. As shown in the figure, the landing width and the landing length increase
with respect to the impact Weber number, and the simulated maximum landing
width exhibits an excellent agreement with the experimental measurement and the
theory.
5.4 Gravity effects
Gravity was not considered in the aforementioned simulations. Almost all the
previous experiments are performed either without gravity or with g = 9.80 m/s2.
Very few experimental studies have considered 0 m/s2 < g < 9.80 m/s2, because
gravity is not a tunable parameter on Earth. However, we can easily change the
gravitational acceleration in simulations. Therefore, we perform a study of the
effects of gravity on the jet-bouncing phenomenon.
We select a case: v = 0.62 m/s, φi = 30
◦, dj = 6 mm. The corresponding impact
Weber number is We⊥ = ρl(v sin(φi))2dj/σ = 8.0, and the Reynolds number is
Re = ρlvdj/µl = 3720. Three gravitational accelerations are chosen, i.e., g =
0.1, 1, and 4.9 m/s2. The corresponding Eo¨tvo¨s numbers are shown in Figure 5.7,
along with a side view of the jets. In the test case with Eo = 0.05, the jet still
bounces away from the surface, but it becomes unstable, as can be observed where
the jet breaks up into droplets downstream. In the test case with Eo = 0.50, the
jet also bounces away from the surface, but it falls back due to gravity. In the test
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Eo = 2.45
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Eo = 0.05
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Figure 5.7: Side view of bouncing jets with increasing Eo¨tvo¨s number.
case with Eo = 2.45, the jet never rebounds away form the surface, and it is less
stable in the other previous cases with low Eo¨tvo¨s numbers cases. In short, the
jet-bounce phenomenon is also controlled by gravitational acceleration. Thus, a
microgravity environment is required to perform experiments with bouncing jets.
5.5 Surface wettability effects
Microgravity experiments with various contact angles are not yet available. For-
tunately, we can easily change the contact angle in simulation. Therefore, in this
125
section we perform an exploratory study of wettability effects on the jet-bouncing
phenomenon.
We select a case: v = 0.65 m/s, φi = 17.6
◦, dj = 6 mm. The corresponding
impact Weber number is We⊥ = ρl(v sin(φi))2dj/σ = 3.29, and the Reynolds
number is Re = ρlvdj/µl = 3900. Five contact angles are chosen, i.e., θs =
30◦, 60◦, 90◦, 120◦ and 158◦. The jet profiles are collected in Figure 5.8. The
landing width increases as the contact angle narrows. Only in the case with the
θs = 158
◦ do we see a jet bouncing away from the surface. The remaining jets land
on the surface. A chain structure [11], which is a succession of mutually orthogonal
links, can be observed in θs = 60
◦, 90◦, 120◦ and 158◦ cases. And the middle of
the chain in the θs = 60
◦ case is not covered by liquid. This interesting chain
structure requires future experimental validation and theoretical interpretations.
Although we demonstrated in Section 5.2 that the simulations converged with
mesh refinement, that test case did not consider jet breakup. The simulations are
possibly under-resolved because of the presence of jet break-up, which in the future
will require a simulation on a finer mesh. Nevertheless, we conclude that the flow
pattern of a bouncing jet is also controlled by surface wettability.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have assessed the predictive capability of our code in jet-plane
interaction problems. Numerical results were first validated against a microgravity
experiment performed by Kardins et al. [12]. We have shown that the simula-
tion was able to predict the flow patterns at various impact Weber numbers and
Reynolds numbers. The impact width of the jet was well predicted with good
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accuracy by the simulation. We then conducted exploratory studies of gravity and
surface wettability effects. We have shown that gravity destabilizes the bounc-
ing jet and the wetting width grows as the contact angle decreases. This study
takes a first step towards simulating jet-plane interactions. Because the compu-
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Figure 5.8: Simulations of bouncing jets with various contact angles. Top




In this dissertation, we have developed a numerical framework for large-scale sim-
ulation of two-phase flows with moving contact lines in complex geometries. This
framework utilizes a conservative level-set method to capture the liquid-gas in-
terface, a conservative immersed boundary method to represent the solid phase,
and the uncompensated Young’s force method to impose a contact angle. This
framework has been verified to be conservative, accurate, and robust in simulating
two-phase flows with moving contact lines.
To simulate viscous-force-dominated two-phase flows with moving contact lines,
we first derived a volume-filtered NS equation, and identified two unclosed terms:
an SGS surface tension force and an SGS viscous force. The uncompensated
Young’s force was used to close the SGS surface tension force; a physics-based
viscous force model was derived to close the SGS viscous force. The SGS vis-
cous force is the same as the viscous part of the Cox-Voinov theory under small
contact-angle conditions.
To assess the predictive capability of the current numerical approach, we per-
formed simulations of drop-fiber interaction and jet-plane interaction, and com-
pared the results with their corresponding experimental results. The simulation
results generally agree with the experimental results except for cases with thin
films.
Moving forward, careful assessment of the SGS viscous force model should
be conducted at first. Such an assessment requires a detailed comparison with
experimental data and other numerical approaches that use the Cox-Voinov theory
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for dynamic contact-angle modelling.
This study is restricted to hydrodynamics. Other physics, such as surface
roughness, electro-static force, surfactants, and evaporation, should be considered
in the future.
The majority of extant studies of moving contact lines focus on a single drop
interaction with a flat wall. Our numerical approach enables the study of multiple
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